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Abstract

The goal of this thesis is to calculate the Seiberg-Witten invariant for complex surfaces,

X, with odd first betti number, that is complex surfaces that do not admit a Kähler metric. It

is well known that the Seiberg-Witten equations have a simple, readily solved form when the

metric on X is Kähler. Under the more general assumption that the metric on X is hermitian,

we show that the Seibetg-Wit,ten equations differ from the equations on a l(ähler surface by a

real one-form (corresponding to the trace of the torsion of the canonical hermitian connection)

acting via Clifford multiplication in the Dirac operator. This "extra" term makes the analysis

of the Seiberg-Witten equations on an arbitrary hermitian surface somewhat more difficult than

the Kähler case. Rather than trying to solve the equations directly, we study how perturbing

the Dirac operator by a real one-form eflects the Seiberg-Witten moduli space. We show that

this perturbed moduli space is compact and cobordant with the "standard" Seiberg-Witten

moduli space. Apart frorn its subsequent applications, this result is aesthetically pleasing, as

it proves that the Seiberg-Witten invariant depends only on the first order part of the Dirac

operator. Our study of the moduli space means for the purpose of calculating the Seiberg-

Witten invariant we can ignore the torsion term present in the Dirac operator when the metric

on X is not l(ähler. This sirnplification enables us to extend many of the results known for

I{ähler surfaces to a general hermitian surface. In particular it enables us to determine the basic

classes and the Seiberg-Witten invariauts for all complex surfaces with odd first betti number.

Finally lve use these results to study the eflect of a diffeomorphism on the exceptional curves

on a complex surface witli odd first betti number.
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Summary of Results

The main goal of this thesis is to calculate the Seiberg-Witten invariant for non-Kähler

complex gurfaces. In achieving this goal we also obtain a number of results of a more general

nature. A brief summary of the established results relevant to this thesis are presented in $0.1,

and in $0.2 the results proved in this thesis are summarised.

0.1. A Brief Summary of Established Results.

The Seiberg-Witten invariants were introduced in late 1994 [W] as a, consequence of devel-

opments in N = 2 super-symmetric Yang-Mills theory [SW1, SW2]. The power of these new

invariants was made apparent by the ease with which it established many results suggested by,

but inaccessible to, Donaldson Theory. For example a proof of the so called 'Thom Conjecture'

[I(M3] was established contemporaneously with the announcement of the new invariants. Also

the vanishing of the Donaldson invariant on manifolds with positive scalar curvature had long

been suspected [FS2], but for the Seiberg-Witten invariant this appears as an almost trivial

consequence [W].

In Donaldson theory l(ronheimer and Mrowka [I(Ml,I{M2] introduced the important no-

tion of a four-manifold of simple type where the Donaldson series [D2] satisfies a type of re-

currence relation. They proved that for such manifolds the Donaldson series is determined by

a finite set of "basic classes" n¡ €, Hz(X,Z) and an associated set of rational numbers a¿. In

fact all known four-manifolds are of simple type and it is stitl an open question whether this

is true for all four-manifolds. Importantly for us the simple type condition translates easily

into Seiberg-Witten theory-a manifold is of (SW-) simple type if the only non-empty Seiberg-

Witten moduli spaces are zero-dimensional [W, FSl]. When Witten introduced the invariants



he conjectured that the two notions of simple type coincide, and for manifolds of simple type

the set of basic classes are the same, where a Seiberg-Witten basic class is defined as the homol-

ogy class associated to a line bundle with a non-vanishing Seiberg-Witten invariant. He also

conjectured a precise relationship between the Donaldson series and the Seiberg-Witten invari-

ant for manifolds of simple type-from the results of Kronheimer and Mrowka this amounts

to conjecturing that not only are the basic classes rc; the same but their associated rational

numbers ø¿ bear an exact relationship with the Seiberg-Witten invariant. This conjecture has

been confirmed for simply connected elliptic surfaces [FSl], and inroads toward a general proof

have been made by [PT].

The Seiberg-\Mitten invariant and Kähler Surfaces.

On a Kähler surface X the Seiberg-Witten equations have a particularly simple form.

Witten solved the equations on a Kähler surface [W] and showed that the moduli space can

be described completely in terms of the holomorphic structure on X. Importantly for the case

where pn(X) ) 0 he also gave an explicit algorithmfor calculating the invariant and determining

the basic classes on X.

Theorern 0.1.1. IW A]1 I{ählr.l- sutfaces with b+ ) I arc of simple type. The Seibery-Witten

invariant associated to the canonical class K* is 11, and aII othet basic classes L satisfy,

-deg K* ( deg .[ ( deg Kr.

The simple form of the invariants lead quickly to the confirmation of some outstanding

problems in algebraic geometry [FMl], the ease with which these results follow from the new

theory [FM3, Bs] is further testimony to the power of these new invariants. The results relevant

to the work in this paper are:

Theorem O.L.2. IFMT, Bs] Let X and Xt be minimall{ähler surîaces with l{odaira dimension

at least zero. Suppose that * and *.' ur" blowups of X and Xt at m and n distinct points

rcspectively, with associatedexceptional curves €r,..., (* andel,...,€^. If Q: * + *' i" an

orientation preserving diffeomorphism then rn = n and,

(i) for each i there is a j such that þ.[(il = +[€j].

(ä) AIso ó'lK|l = *[K*], whereKt* (Ít*) denotes the puilback to *' ¡*¡ orthe canonical

class of Xt (X).

Using a general blowup formula [FSl, FM3], connected sums with more general negative

definite manifolds can be considered. First suppose that N is a negative definite manifold such
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that f11(N, Z) = O (thus I/2(N,Z) is torsion free by the universal coefficient theorem). Then

H'(N,Z) has a unique basis [D1, FM3] {n1, ...,n*} such that 
"? - -l and n¡.nj = 0 for

i.+ i.

Theorem 0.1.3. IFMT, Bs] Let X be a minimal l{ähler surface with kod X > 0, and suppose

i i" u blowup of X at p distinct points. Let N be a closed oúented negative defr.nite as

descñbed above. lf thete is an oilentation preserving diffeomorphism Q , * -+ M#N, for some

four-manifold M , then for every i, ó'(n¿) = +ßj] for some exceptional curve (¡ on i.

In general one can replace Í with a more arbitrary manifold M'fiNt-however the equality

in Theorem 0.1.3. must be replaced witli equality mod torsion, that is, ó. (n;) = n! mod torsion

[FM2, FM3].

Symplectic Manifolds.

Taubes' results [T1,T2,T3, T4] for symplectic manifolds extend the results for Kähler

manifolds. Taubes first proved that the invariant for the canonical spinc structure (induced

from the almost complex structure defined by the symplectic form) is, as in the Kähler case,

equal to *1. He then announced that the basic classes satisfy a bound analogous to the

bound for a Kähler metric, but most striking was his proof [T3, T4] of an equivalence between

the Gromov invariants [Gr] defined using pseudo-holomorphic curves and the Seiberg-Witten

invariants. When combined with Gromov's results this yields many important consequences on

the structure of symplectic manifolds. For full statements of the consequences of this equivalence

the reader is referred to Taubes' original papers, here we will merely state the basic structure

of the invariants which parallels that of complex surfaces.

Theorem o.L.4. [T1, T2, T3, T4] All symflectic manifolds with ö+ > 1 arc of simple type.

The Seiberg-Witten invariant associated to the canonical spinc structute K is Ll. Any basic

class satisfres, -I{ .u 1L.u 1I('u, whereu denotes the symplecticîorm.



O.2. Summary of results proved in this thesis.

The goal of this study is to understand tlie Seiberg-Witten equations and to calculate the

invariant on a general herrnitian surface, in particular a hermitian surface whose first betti

number is odd. The frrst step in such a process is to determine what the Seiberg-Witten

equations look like for such a surface. This is done via a somewhat tedious calculation in

Chapter 2. Here it is found that the Dirac operator for a general hermitian metric differs

from the operator associated to a l(ähler metric by a real one-form (corresponding to the

torsion of the canonical hermitian connection) acting via Clifford multiplication. It is unlikely

that this result is not known-its absence from the literature is probably a consequence of its

intractability compared to the case when the metric is l(ähler.

To simplify the equations obtained in Chapter 2 a new set of equations is defined in Chapier

3. These equations differ from the t'standard" equations by an arbitrary real one-form acting via

Clifford multiplication in the Dirac equation. It is then shown that solutions to these equations

satisfy a C0 bound. After this bound is obtained the compactness of the moduli space can be

proved in exactly the same fashion as for the standard equations.

Chapter 4 contains the fundamental result that enables us to use these new equations to

calculate the Seiberg-Witten invariant-that is the independence of the moduli space from the

perturbing one-form in the Dirac equation. Irrespective ofits subsequent applications, this is an

aesthetically pleasing result-it proves that the Seiberg-Witten invariant is independent of the

particular "Dirac operatortt used in the equations, where we are taking the broadest definition

of a Dirac operator ar¡ one whose square is a generalised Laplacian [BGV $3.3].

In the first three sections of Chapter 5 we apply the fundamental result of Chapter 4 to

reproduce a version of Theorems (0.1.1) and (0.1.4) for an arbitrary hermitian surface. The

only restriction placed on the herrnitian metric is that its associated I(ähler form is äô-closed.

This restriction is minimal since a theorern of Gauduchon [G] states that every hermitian metric

has a conformal rescaling so that its associated I(ähler form is äô-closed.

Finally in the concluding two sections of Chapter 5 we return to our original goal, the

calculation of the Seiberg-Witten invariant on a non-I(ähler surface with ó+ > 1. It should be

noted that classical methods classify such surfaces up to diffeomorphism by their fundamental

groups [Ue] so in tliis direction one cannot hope for improvement. Classical methods also imply

that the exceptional curves are preserved in diffeomorphisms between non-I(ähler complex

4



surfaces [FM3]. Using Seiberg-Witten theory we can give a direct proof of this fact, as well as

the more general assertion corresponding to Theorem (0.f .3), a result conjectured in [FM3].

Since completing this thesis, I have learned of the existence of a preprint by Olivier Biquard

[Bi] covering much of the same material. However I have not had the opportunity to see this

preprint and do not know any of his main results.
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Chapter 1

The Seiberg-\Mitten Equations

This Chapter contains a brief introduction to the Seiberg-Witten equations as defined in

[W]. Essentially this amounts to a presentation of a few facts about spin" structures over four-

manifolds' There is extensive literature on the subject of spin structures, the book by Lawson

and Michelsohn [tM] is a particularly good general reference (see also [BGV, BBW]). Since

the advent of Seiberg-witten theory a number of papers ([Ak, I(Mg, M, oT, Sz] to name just

a few) have offered various explanations of the aspects of spin" structures that bear a direct

relation to Seiberg-Witten theory. For this reason our treatment of the general theory will be

as brief and direct as possible, with particular reference to the equations on a l(ähler surface.

This example serves to both clarify the general theory and motivate our work on a general

hermitian surface.

I-.1. Spin" Structures.

In all that follows X will denote a compact oriented Riemannian four-manifold, thus the

tangent bundle ?x has structure group .go(4). The group ^gpin"(4) is defined,

Spin'(4) = Spin(4) x U(t)l{+t}

6



Recall that in dimension 4 we have the isomorphisms,

so(4) = su (2) x su (2) I {+t}
Spin@)=SU(2)xSU(2),

so we have the following exact sequences,

0 ---+ t/(1) --+ Spin'(4) ---+ SO(a) ---+ 0 (1.1.1)

0 --> Spin(4) ---i Spin'(4) 
-> 

t/(1) 
-> 

0 (1.1.2)

A lift of the principle SO(4) associated to the tangent bundle TX to a principle Spin"(4) bundle

viasequence (1.1.1) is called a spin'structure over X. Importantlyfor us the obstruction to this

lift vanishes on all four-manifolds [HH, Mas], thus every four-manifold has a spinc structure, and

for every spin' structure the sequence (1.1.2) defines aU(L) bundle,L. To such a spin structure

one can also associate a pair of U (2) vector bundles W+ and I,7-, defined via representations

of the group Spin'(4) into I/(2).

For our purposes it is more convenient to regard a spinc structure as a pair of t/(2) vec-

tor bundles W+ and I/Ø-, such that detW+ - detW- = tr and a homomorphism, Clifford

multiplication,

c(.):T'X ----+ Hom(W+,W+), (1.1.g)

satisfying c(a) o c(u) - -lul2ld. It is easily confirmed [Ak, tM] that this definition is equivalent

to that in the previous paragraph.

Locally the bundles wt can be written ILMJ, w+ = ^g* g ¡7/2, wherc S* are locally

defined bundles of spinors and Lt/2 is a local square root of the determinant line bundle .ú. The

bundles ^9+ and Lr/2 exist globally if and only if the manifold X is a spin manifold, that is if
and only if the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2(X) vanishes. The existence of spinc structures

on all 4-manifolds means that though ,9* and the square rcot LLlz of ,L may not exist globally,

their product,g+ 8tr1l2 exists, that is their obstructions "cancel" [LM] . More concretely this

obstruction is exactly whether uz(x) e H2(x,22) lifts to an integral class.

Let l(W+) denote the space of smooth sections of the bundl es W! , a section of W+ (W-)

will be called a positive (negative) spinor. The spin connection,

vf : r(w+) ---+ r(w+) ØT*x,

is defined by combining the Levi-Civita connection ou S+ with a choice of connection A on

tr, which induces a connection on LL/2. Even though the bundles.g+ and LL/2 ¡¡¡ay not exist

I



globally, the spin connection is well defined [tM] on their product. The composition of the spin

connection with Clifford multiplication (1.1.3) defines the Dirac operator,

þ¡, = "o 
Vf, : r(I,y+) -) r(W+). (1.1.4)

Note that we have dropped the superscript * from the Dirac operator. Usually we will be

interested in the operator acting on positive spinots and the context will make it clear when

we are dealing with the operator that acts on negative spinors. Observe that if we flx a base

connection ás on L and write the connection A as A = Ao I iø for some one-form ø, then the

corresponding Dirac operators are related by,

þn = þoo * i''. (1.1.5)

The factor of a half coming from the local description of the bundl es Wt - 5+ 6 ¡t /2. Note also

that we are also using the shorthand notation, ø., for Clifford multiplicationby the one-fo¡m o,

Clifford multiplication can be extended to the entire exterior (Clitrord) algebra Â* (X). For

example if u A a is a decomposable element of Ä2 (X) then,

c(u Aa) - c(u) o c(u) € Hom(W*,W+), (1.1.6)

linearity and the obvious extension of (1.1.6) to higher degree forms defines Clifford mul-

tiplication on the whole algebra. The Hodge *-operator splits the two-forms 
^2(X, 

R) =

^+(X,R) 
O 

^-(X,R), 
and (1.1.6) induces isomorphisms between the bundles .A+(X) and

the bundles su(W+), of trace free skew hermitian endomorphisms of W+ [Ak, M, KMB]. If we

complexify the above definition of Clifford multiplication we get,

c(.) : T* X I C 
-> 

Hom(W+,W+),

which satisfies c(u)2 = -lul'on the real subspace. We also get the isomorphism.{+(X, R)6C -
sl(W+), the bundle of trace free endomorphisms. The real subspace of Ä+(X,R) 6lC is still

naturally identified with su(I;Ø+).

using the natural identification Hom(w+ ,w+) = W+ Ø (w+)* , consider the map defined

for ü € I(W+),

í(iÚ) :iI's)it'*-#to,
clearly c(rlr) € sl(W+). In fact ø(v) € i.su(W+), the trace free self-adjoint endomorphisms.

This can easily be seen by representing iú locally as V = (o,B) then,

/ lol2_lBl, ^./? \
ø(ú) = ( å" t"4* ) 

(1 1.7)
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Using the isomorphism À+(X,R,) - su(I{z+) *" can identify {'(!ú) with a purely imaginary

self-dual form, which we will denote bv q(V) e 
^+(X, 

iR).

The Seiberg-'Witten Equations.

Let W* , W- be a spinc structure on the compact four-manifold X with determinant line bundle

det(I{z+) = det(Ø/-) :.t. The Seiberg-Witten equations are for a pair (A,rlr) consisting of

a unitary connection A on L and a section ü € I(W+), of the positive spinor bundle which

satisfy,
paú =0

(1.1.8)
FlØ) = c(v).

Where FI@) denotes the self-dual part of the curvaturc of A. Recall that the curvature of

a unitary connection ou a line bundle is a pure imaginary two-form and so the equations are

well defined. We will defer the discussion of the gauge group, moduli space and the perturbed

equations until Chapter 3 when we introduce the generalised equations.

1.2. The Equations on a Kähler Surface.

The case when the four-manifold is a complex surface with a Kähler metric sheds light on

the above definitions, as well as providing motivation for our later work when we consider a

complex surface with a general hermitian metric.

Any manifold with an almost complex structure has a canonical spint structure given by,

Wj = r\o(X)e^0,2(x), W; = 
^0'1(X), 

with det Wj - detW.- = r\0,2(X) = K*l, where K*

denotes the canonical line bundle of the almost complex structure. Clifford multiplication on a

positive spinor, ú = (f ,s) e AO(X)er\0,'(X), by an element u = ,1'0ar0,1 eTr'oX ØT0,rX =

T*X Ø C is given by [BGV $3.6],

o . ú = tÆ(oo't Í - *(ur,o n s)),

and on negative spinors d € 
^0,1(X),

u . ó = tÆ(oo'' A / - *(ul'o A *d))

It is easy to see that if ur'o - ú0'1 that is, o is real, then (u.)u' : -lol2, and so is consistent

with the definition in equation (1.1.3).

Let ø denote the Kähler fotm associated to the I(ähler metric on X, then the complex self-

dual two-forms can be decomposed orthogonally as [DI( $2.1], Â0(X)ø O r\0,2(X) O 
^2,0(X). 

If

I



q - qDu*T0'2 +rf ,o is a real self-dual two form then clearly, 70 is a real function and r¡0'2 : n2,0.

If it = (/, s) is a positive spinor the pure imaginary two-form q(ür) is given by (see (1.1.7)),

(1 .2. 1)

On a Kähler manifold the Levi-Civita and canonical hermitian connection coincide, and if

we rnake the choice of the canonical hermitian connection on the determinant line bundle the

Dirac operator is exactly [H],

þ='Æ@ + a.). (t.2.2)

Ãny spint structure on X can be written in terms of the canonical spin" structure by tensoring

it with a line bundle ,Ð. Thus we will write a spinc structure on a complex manifold as

wË = wl ØE - 
^o(x,.8)o^0,2(x, 

E),wE = w;88 = Ào't(x,.Ð) and detwfi - 2E-Kx.

If -4 is a connection on -E the Dirac operator naturally induced from (1.2.2) is exactly,

Ito=Jz(ù+õ\)

In this picture the Seiberg-Witten equations are regarded as equations for a spinor tú = (/, s) e

Ào (X, E)er\0'2 (X, ,E') and a connection A on E satisfying (note that in this picture the equations

on the canonical spin" structure is for a connection on the trivial line bundle),

Ô¿'1 + ô|s =g

FI,4E- K,.)t,t ='||fl, - l"lr)

FA,(28 - K*)o'2 =/ì

F¡'(28 -K*)''o =-lE,

(1.2.3)

where we have used (1.2.1) and A'denotes the connection induced on the determinant line

bundle 2E - K* from the connection A on E and the canonical hermitian connection on

K*. Formulating the equations in this way makes it easier to analyse the equations for all

spinc structures at once, as well as avoiding the need to use objects that may only be locally

defined. Without going into details here (which will be covered in Chapter 5) the solutions

to these equations can easily be shown to exist only for certain holomorphic line bundles ,8,

and the solutions to the equations can be completely described in terms of holomorphic objects

associated to such a line bundl" [W].

Apart from providing a concrete presentation of the abstract notions of the first section of

this Chapter, the ease of analysis of the equations on a Kähler surface should be thought of as

10
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an ideal situation which a large part of our subsequent wotk will be directed at realising. The

first step in the realisation of this ideal for an arbitrary hermitian surface is to get an explicit

description of the Dirac operator associated to such a surface. This is the subject of Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2

The Seiberg-Witten Equations

on a l{ermitian Surface

In this chapter we establish the forrn of the Seiberg-Witten equations on a general hermitian

surface (X,h). As was seen in Chapter 1, if ¡¿ is a Kähler metric then the equations have a

particularly simple form. If the metric l¿ is not l(äliler then the curvature part of (1.2.3) remains

the same, but the Dirac operator willhave the form,ô¡+ôi+ r, where r e Hom(I,/+,W-)

[H]. So determining the Seiberg-Witten equations amounts to determining this homomorphism.

The Spin Connection. Any complex surface has a canonical spin" structure with positive

and negative spin bundles giveu by,

W+ =tto(x) elo,21x;

W-:r\o'1(X)'

its determinaut line bundle is det I4l+ = detW- - no,z(X).

The spin connection on W* Ø W- is characterised by the fact that it agrees with the

Levi-Civita connection up to a choice of connection on the determinant line bundle. To make

use of this characterisation we use the canonical isomorphisrn, V - V* I det I/, valid for any

two dimensional complex vector space. Using the splitting of the complexified tangent bundle

T2



TX Ø C - T'o'tX ATt'oX, this implies,

To,r x o ?1,0x = To,r x I 
^o'z(x) 

o Tl'ox

=To'Lx s (1\o(x) o^o'2(x))

To,rx 67t,oy = (w-). Øw+. (2.1)

Using the hermitian metric l¿ob the isornorphism in (2.1) can be realised for gõ I (/, su5) e

(W-).8IrØ+ as,

g" Ø (Í,s¿a) + g" I + h"dgutua eTl'rx ØTt,ox Q.2)

If we denote the hermitian connection by a semi-colon we can write the spin connection as,

v-(gu) = gd;t + Bu-rr7' (2.3a)

V*(.f, s¿¿-) = (f ,., * otÍ * beÍ tseI,s¿¿-;r * caatf * ets¿ã) (2.3b)

where 1 = (c,c). The cross terms c and ô appear because the LeviCivita connection is not

parallel with respect to the splitting of the complexified tangent space ?sX p 7o,t y A TL,o X

(it is parallel if the metric h on X is l(ähler). The first step to determining the Dirac operator

consists of getting explicit expressions Íor B, a, b, c and e in (2.3).

Using the isomorphism (2.2) the spin connection (2.3) induces a connection, V¡42-6¡42+, on

the tangent bundle,

Yw-øw+(a ø 1¡, s)) = V- (g) ø (/, s) * r A V+("f, r)

= (g" l);t * (h"d ga so¿)..,

+ B" 6"h"ã gE su¿ * cu¿"h"ã su I + e"hoã gd su¿ Q.aa)

+ Buaugb f * a¿7d f * bëÍ ¿s¿fgd (2.4b)

* B" 5uhlã 96 s¿¡ * cu¿uh,ã su f + e¿hoã gd su¿ Q.ac)

+ Bu-øugb I + a"gõ Í + bel 
"gd 

sef Q.4d)

Note that a choice of connection on the detetminant line bundle amounts to a choice of. a1 * e1 ,

and the Levi-Civita connection will determine the components B,a,b,c and e up to such a

choice. The choice a., * e1 = 0 amounts to choosing the canonical hermitian connection on the

determinant line.

The Levi-Civita Connection. Using the standard formulae [N] for the components of the

Levi-Civita connection V, and the canonical hermitian connection V,, we can write

Vt=Yr¡A

13



where .4 is given by,

A" u. =f,h"'(h.e,u - hue,")

A"5. =|ho'(hu.,s - hø.,n)

Ao uu =lrh"'(hru,, - huo,r)

Au5" =f,hu"(h.a," - h.a,.)

Auuu =f,hu"(h.¿,u - hae,.)

Au5o =lrhu"(ho.,¿ - h6.,")

(2.5)

Ao5u =Ao6" = Q

If ä is a Kähler metric then 1r.",5 = h6",e so,4 vanishes in ùhis casie as expected.

To allow comparison with (2.a) consider,

Y"(gu f * hod gd s u¿) - (h"d gd s-"¿),.,, * (su î),-,

+ A" u.hbd gu s u¿ + A" 5.gb f (2.6a)

+ Auargb f ! Ad 6¿hbd gb s5¿ Q.6b)

! A"6¿hbdgds6¿ Q.6c)

+ Au6"sb I (2.6d)

Equations (2.a) and (2.6) have been arranged so as to allow easy comparison of terms. As

explained above (2.4) and (2.6) are equivalent up to a choice for ø., * e1 . So equating the

coefficients of the same type in (2.4) and (2.6) yields,

Ao6"hbdgdsuã= Bd-a.hodgbsaa* e.hodgasu¿ Q.7a)

A"-u.gb Í -- "uã"hodgu 
I (2.7b)

Auaug'l = Burog\Í +øugdl (2.7c)

Aa 6¿hbdgb s6¿ = bêf ego se¡ Q.|d,)

Ao6¿hbdgasuã= Bõ6eh"dgbsaa* e¿hodgdsu¿ Q.7e)

o = "uauh"d 
gu f (2.7 Í)

Au6.g'f = Bd6.gbf +a"gdf (2.2s)

0 = bëf .ga s¿¡ (2.7h)

The equations (2.7b), (2.7c), (2.7d), (2.7f), (2.7g) and (2.7h) immediately simplify to give the

following equations,

Aa6. = c6a. (2.8o)
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Ao6r= Bogr+aeï[, (2.8b)

(2.8c)
f,Au æhba ru¿ - þef esef

caão = 0 (2,8d)

Ao-b. = 8"5. * a.6f, (2.8e)

bê1.=0 (2.8/)

where the factor of L/2in (2.8c) comes from taking the trace over ôf,. In (2.7c) the factor of

s-¡ has been left there purely for later convenience. We still haven't used equations (2.7ø) and

(2.7e). First notice that the factor of .sa¿ can be cancelled immediately, and if we then replace

the Bd6" term in (2.7o) with the expression obtained in (2.7e) we get,

A"u.hbogu = (Au6.- a.69r)h"dgo + 
".hoogu

Ao o.6f,9b - (2Au¡" - 2a.6t)gb ¡ 2e.646gb

2Ao o. = 2Aou" - 4ø. * 4e"

1

€c - ec = |(A" ". - A" a.) (2.8s)

A similar argument yields,

êe - cre : 
lQ+" ", - Ao a¿) (2.sÀ)

Note that the expressions in (2.8) completely determine the components of the spin connection

up to a choice for a1 * er. Such a choice fixes a., and e", via (2.8g) and (2.8h), and once these

are fixed (2.7a). . .(2.7f) fix the other components of the spin connection.

TheDiracOperator. TheDiracoperator þ:I(W+) +I(W-)isdefinedbythecomposition

of Clifford multiplication with the spin connection V+. Clifford multiplication on I(I,y+) =
l\o(x) o 

^o'2(x) 
is defined by,

c : (T*o,Lx o ?*l'ox) I r(W+) ---+ t(Wr)

"(ro'',ur,o)(l,s) = e(u0,1).f - r(u1'0)s, (2.9)

where e denotes exterior multiplication and ¿ denotes contraction with the metric. Note that

we have dropped the factor of \n from the definition in $1.2, but this will make no difference

to our final result.

Using (2.9) on the expression for V+ (/, s) € (^0'1(X) O 
^1,0 

(X)) I I(W+ ) in (2.3b) shows

that the Dirac operator is,

W,î,t) - coV+(/,su5)

- Í;¿ I ø¿f + bel ¿srf - h'u (turt" * ca¿"f * e.s¿¿)
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After substituting the relevant terms fror¡ (2.7), this expression becomes,

il,Î,Ð - l;u t (oo - Au'")f - h"dsaet"+ n'u1]'4rrhuãruo-- e.Eae) (2,10)

The term A.6¿hbds¿¿ in (2.10) has to be simplified to get a useable form of the Dirac operator,

Claim 2.11.

!A-^,hbã roa - -surAd ã"

Proof: We will need the following identities involving the totally antisymmetric tensor

eõö. Given su5 known to be skew and fu5 not necessarily skew then,

I
su-6 = lreu6ePq spq

la6 = l6a * e¿5epq fp-q

We will also need to use sorne of the symmetries (which can be confirmed from (2.5)) of

the Levi-Civita connection namely,
Ab.a = -Acba

Aoba=Aoab

Note that our connection matrix A is taken with respect to the hermitian connection so it does

not have the eame symmetries as the tusual' Levi-Civita connection matrix. Now for the proof

of the claim,

f, A"6uhb¿ ru¿ - -f, A6.rhba ro¿

- -f,Aã"utu¿

= -f,1f,ru¿"FTtpqAo"o)

I 'l ñ-
= - !, (| e aeep 

q 
s p q Ad .¿ * | e ¿uef 

t 
e ¿y eF 4 t p q Ad 

"r)

Which gives,

f,A"6uhb¿ru¿ = -f,þurAd ¿. - sd¿Ad.a) (2.r2)

A closer inspection of the second term on the RHS of (2.12) yields,

hat s ¿uAd .¿ = hut hdb s ¿rAa.a

hõ"hdb s¿uA"66

hdb s¿¿Aa 6-o

The claim is proved after changing the dummy indices and substituting back into (2.12).

A
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Returning to the Dirac operator we now have,

Al,t) = l;e * (a¿ + A" 
"e)l - h'dsae.," - h'u(Ao o"I e.)sae

If we use the equivalence between contraction with the metric and the Hodge *,-operator,

and define þ = Ao oe (B is the trace of the torsion of the hermitian connection, also known as

the Lee form [V]). Also choose ø^, * e^,= 0, then equations (2.8g) and (2.8h) yield,

(Auu,-e'"u¡=-f,Þ

(Ao o" - z.uu.¡ = -|Þ

Thus we can write the Dirac operator in coordinate free form as,

W.Í,t) = ôÍ *ð*s * o . (/, 
")

(2.13)

where A = L/2(P + B) is a real one-form acting via Cliflord multiplication.

Any other spinc structure can be obtained from the canonical spinc structure by tensoring

it with a complex line bundle E (this will be explained in greater detail in Chapter 5). In

this way the Seiberg-Witten equations on a Hermitian surface (X, ä) become an equation for a

connection ,4 on the bundle E and a section (/, s) of Äo(X, E) A Lo'2(X, E),

ùf+ô\s*o'(.f,s)=0
FlpE - K*)',' =Ç{;fl, - Irlr)

(2.14)
F¡,(28-K*)o'2=/ì

Fa,(28-K*)''o=-.f5

where as in (2.13) ,4./ denotes the connection on2E - K, induced from the natural hermitian

connection on K* and the connection A on E. The torsion term O makes the analysis of

these equations somewhat more difficult than the l(ähler case where O = 0. The approach

we take is to study the effect of perturbing the Dirac opetator by a real one-form acting by

Clifford multiplication. Understanding such a perturbation requires a detailed study of the

Seiberg-Witten moduli space, which is the subject of the next two chapters.

1

-4
Ie"=Z
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Chapter 3

A Generalisation of the

Seiberg-Witten Equations

In the previous chapter we sa\¡/ that the Seiberg-Witten equation on a general Hermitian

surface had a torsion term in the Dirac equation that made analysis of the equations difficult

in comparison to the case where our surface has a l(ähler metric. The goal of the next two

chapters is to reduce the study of the Seiberg-Witten equations on a complex surface to a system

of equations as easy to analyse as those on a l(ähler surface. To this end we define a new set

of equations that differ from the "standatd" Seiberg-Witten equations by a perturbation in the

Dirac operator in (1.1.8). In the rernainder of Chapter 3 and also in Chapter 4 we study the

properties of the moduli space of tltese ttnewt' equations. As for the standard equations the

moduli space is easily shown to be compact. However, because of our perturbation of the Dirac

equation, we need to show the independence of the moduli space from this perturbation before

we can claim to be able to calculate the Seiberg-Witten invariant from these new equations. In

Chapter 4 we prove this independence. Note that for a similar reason, the idea of perturbing the

Dirac operator also appeats in [MOY] where the three dimensional Seiberg-Witten equations

are studied on Seifert-fibered spaces.

The presentation iu the next two chapters will be as self-contained as possible, but it
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should be kept in mind that most of the results are just suitable generalisations of standard

Seiberg-Witten theory. In fact all the techniques find their roots in Donaldson ASD theory, the

beauty of Seiberg-Witten theory lies in how simply these techniques can be applied.

3.1 The Generalised Equations.

Let X be a smooth compact four dimensional manifold with ö+(X) > 0. Let W1 be a

spin' structure on X with determinant line bundle det(W[) - ¿. With a fixed real one-form

u € A1 (R) consider the following equations for a unitary connection A € A(L) on L and a

positive spinor ilr e I(Wf ):

(þ¿,+ r')v - 0 (3.1.1ø)

FIØ) = q(!r') (3.1.1ò)

where u acts by Cliffotd multiplication and the other terms are defined in Chapter 1. We will

still refer to these equations as the "Seiberg-Witten equations" but when comparing equation

(3.1.1) with equation (1.1.8) we will refer to the former as the "new" or "generalised" equations

and the latter as the ttold" or "standard" equations.

We will also need to consider the following perturbed equations, where the perturbing

parameter á € 
^+(iR,) 

is a pure imaginary self-dual two-form,

(þ¡+ '')'r - 0 (3'I'2a)

Fl@) = q(!ú) +d. (3.1.2ò)

In fact we will be doing all our analysis with these perturbed equations, these have the advantage

that reducible solutions are avoided (see Theorem 4,0.1) and for the purposes of this chapter

contain (3.1.1) as a special case.

Thesolutionsto(3.1.2) areasubset of "4(L)xf(W|) andtheactionof thegaugegroup

ç(L) = Map(X,.9l) on this space is: if 9 = e1 e Ç(tr), where 7 € 
^O(iR) 

and (-4,ü) €

"aQ) x I(I,7/) then,

s(A,V) = (S(A),9-1V) = (A+2cl7,e-1\t).

The factor of two in the gauge action on 
'A,(L) arises from the fact that the Dirac operator is

actually acting on the square root of .[ (see Chapter 1).

In order to use the aualytical tools of Banach spaces we suppose that: -4, !ú and u are of class

L2*fot some rb l3; our perturbation d is class L2¡-r; and our gauge transformations are,Lf,*r.
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Our assumption that /c 2 3 is to make use of the nice Sobolev multiplication, L2¡, x Lzo + Ll

in this range. We will see that this is no restriction-the moduli space is independent of this

choice of /c and will always consist of smooth objects. Define

ß(L) = A(L)4 x|(w[)prlÇ(L)4*,,

(note the surreptitious dropping of the .tfr subscript from B(L)), and the moduli space of

solutions to (3.1.2),

Mx,s(L,a,6) - {(á,,û) e.4(L) xt(w})l(þa*u.)!ú =0,FTØ) = q(v) +6}lçe)

c ß(L)

3.2 Compactness of the Moduli Space.

As in standard Seiberg-Witten theory there is an a priori C0 bound on solutions to the

generalised equations (3.1.2). After this bound is obtained the proof of the compactness is

exactly the same for the usual theory. For the purpose of proving the compactness of the

moduli space, we assume that our perturbations u € 
^0(,R) 

and d' e 
^+(tR) 

are smooth.

Lemma 3.2.1. At any solution (A,ú) to the generalised equations (3.1.2) we have the foilowing

Co bound on any solution iú,

lül' < max(0, c1(u, s,,ô)),

where c1(u,s, d) is a constant depending only on the scalat curvature, s, of X and the pertur-

bation parameters (u,6). We also have a L2 bound on V¿ilr, that is,

llv ¡{tll21" < C,

for some constant C depending only on the scalar curvature and peúurbation parameters.

Proof: The Dirac operator acts as a derivation over the functions, that is if "f e À0(X) and

v+ e t(wr+) rhen,

po+ Uut*) = d,Í .v+ + I þ¡ú+ .

When o € 1\1(X) acts via Clifford multiplication on rlr eI(Wl) its action is not so simple and

we will show below that,

Pa-(u.ìú) = Þo*(r.ìú): (d^u+du')iú- a.þ^,ú -2Y¡,yú, (3.2.2)
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where Y denotes the vector field dual to u and V¡,y is the covariant derivative associated to

the spin connection V¿ and the vector field Y.

Proof of (3.2.2): Note that by linearity it suffices to prove (3.2.2) for differential forms of type

fdg where f ,l e Lo(X). Then using the fact that both þ¡ and pe* act as derivations over the

functions,

þ¡. (Íds. iú) = dl . cts . v + lþ.c*(ds . v)

= df .ds .ú + f þt. (h(sv) - cþ7v)

= df .its .v - lds . pev ¡ llþt. þt,slú
: /[V[V.r,s]v + dl .ds.v - fds .þñ (3.2.3)

A quick check (using a local orthonormal frame as in [L, App. II] or for a coordinate free

proof see [BGV, Prop. 2.5]) establishes that [ViV¿,g]ìf = d'dgú -2(dS,Vtiú), and also

dÍ ' dS . V = (dÍ ¡ dS) 'ù - (/, g)itr. Substituting these expressions back into (3.2.3) gives,

þo.u¿s.ü) = {Íd.ds - (/,s)}¡ú + d(f ds) .v - rds.þev -2(Íds,v¿iú).

The identity ld*dS - ff,5) = iI.(f dg) completes the proof of (3.2.2).

We now return to our proof of Lemma (3.2.1). The Weitzenböch formula on positive spinors

is [BGV $3.5, LM],

þt* þt = viv¿ir¡ + iv + Tr¡ *
Now suppose that (á, !ú) is a solution to equation (3.1.2) then the Weitzenböch formulabecomes,

þt(-o. ìú) : vlv/v + iv + ]ø(v)v + ô. ìú.

Rearranging this and taking the pointwise inner-product with ilt,

Re(ìú, ViVÁìr,) = Re[(V, þ¡(-u. ,r,)) - ilvt, - ]{*, o{*)r) - (iú, ó .v)1.

Now substituting (3.2.2) and using the identity (ilr, q(iIt)iú) = Il2lúla, which is evident from

(1.1.7) we get,

Re(iÚ, VåV1¡I,) = Re[(iÚ, (-d*o - du.)V) + lul2lVl2 + 2(iÛ, V¡,yìt)

< c1(o)litrl2 + 2lullvllVailrl - lvl'- |tvt'+ ldllvl,

! c(o, s,ó)lvl, + ]lvrvl, -

-iv'-lvn-({,,d.v)l
s

4
1.

nl

2T

v4 (3.2.4)



where we have used the identity 2lulltlrllV¿iIrl < Zlul2lVl2 + 1/2lvÁ![r12, and c(u,s,d) denotes

a constant depending only on the scalar curvature and the parameters (u, ô). Let A denote the

Laplacian on functions, at points where iú is a maximum we have,

o 5 |a¡v¡'? = Re(iú, vivÁ¡ú) - (v¡ìú, v¿iú)

1 c(u,s, d)lü12 - |t*t. - ]lorr¡,
1 c(u,s, ô)lü12 - |t*t".

If iI¡ is non-zero at the maximumthen lllrl2 1c(u,s,d), and the first inequality is proved. The

second inequality follows by substituting the fitst back into equation (3.2.a) and integrating.

A

Now this C0 bound has been established, to prove that the moduli space for (3.1.2) is compact

we will just repeat the proof in [M,I(M3]for the standard Seiberg-Witten theory. The following

lemma (3.2.5) gives us the tool to bootstrap ,Lf bounds on solutions up to C- bounds. For the

remainder of the chapter we will fix a smooth connection As on tr and all our trf norms will be

taken with respect to this connection.

Lernrna 3.2.6. Let L be a complex line bundle over X and frx a smooth connection As on

L. Then lor any L!, I ) I connection A on L thete is a Ll*, change of gauge g such that

s(A) : Ao * a, where a € r\l(iR)¿, satisfres d'a = 0 and

ll"ll'"1 < cllr[lll""_,+ K,

whete c and K ane constants depending only on As, X and l.

Proofi The first statement is elementary; a gauge transformation g - e1 ,,y € 
^O(iR,) 

acts on

A:Ao+oby,

g(Ao*a)=Ao*a*d1'

So we want to solve the linear elliptic equation,

d'^d1 = -¿*a'

As d*o is .t2 orthogonal to the constant functions elementary linear elliptic theory gives an

.Lf*, solution 7 to this equation whenever a € Ll .

'We now prove the bound on solutions. Consider the elliptic complex,

lro (irt) -5^1 1;n¡ -45.n + 1tn¡,
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and suppose ¿ € 
^1 

(ifu)q satisfies d*ø = 0. The Hodge decomposition of ø can be written for

z€^o(iR) andtG^+(irl,),

ø=h+dz+(d+).t

- h+ p (3.2.6)

where lr is a harmonic one-form and p is orthogonal to the space of harmonic one-forms. Since

p is orthogonal to the harmonic one-forms we have (see p.143 [W"]),

lloll'"i S c(lld'plll.;.-, r llit+ pll¡,?-,),

for a constant c depending only on X, As and l. By assumption d*a - 0 so d*p = 0 implying,

lloll'"i 3 "lli|+ 
pll'z1-, = cll¡l - pl"ll],l-,

:" "' r';:',,Yu,' l,f 

rT" 
r r ? r-' )

(3.2.7)

Il, c and c' are all constants depending only on X, I and ,4s.

To conclude the proof we must bound l¿ in the decomposition (3.2.6). Now l¿ e fH -
H|(X,R) and Ht(X,R)/H|(X,Z) is the compact "Jacobian" torus. So we can write ñ. =
ht * ho, where lr1 lies in the Jacobian torus and so is bounded in L! and lze represents a class

in fIl(X,Z). The component group of Ç(L) is isomorphic to Ifl(X, Z) and choosing a gauge

from an appropriate component we can arrange that äs is zero.

Combining this with (3.2.7) we have now proved,

lloll|t=llh+ pllï?

= llh, + pllïf

s llr,,ll?l + c,llFf,ll2r,_,+ K

< ¿llelll!"f_,+ r{'.

Which completes the proof of Lemma (3.2.5).

A

A careful examination of the proof of Lemma 3.2.5 reveals that once we have chosen an Ll*,
gauge such that d,*a = 0 and ih e Ht (X,R)/¡/1(X,Z) the inequality in (3.2.5) is valid for all

k>I+1.
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Note that Lemma (3.2.1) and equation (3.1.2b) immediately gives us a ,L2 bound on Ff ,

and so by Lemma (3.2.5) we have, for an appropriate choice of gauge, an -tl bound on ø. We

cannot make immediate use of Lemma (3.2.5) because Sobolev multiplicationfor Ll works well

only in the range I à 3 and the somewhat fiddly results in the remainder of this section are

directed at improving our bounds on ø and lû into the stable Sobolev range, t > 3. We are

essentially repeating Uhlenbeck's [U, FU, DI(] results for SU(2) connections in this simpler

linear setting.

Le¡nrna 3.2.8. For any solution to equation (3.1.2) there is a constant C depending only on

X and As such that,

llellltt 3 c.

Thus Lemma (3.2.5) implies we have an L| bound on a for an appropriate choice of gauge.

Proof: The curvature equation (3.1.2b) reads,

Ff=iú8{'*-}lvlrra+a.

Using the fact that exterior differentiation corresponds to the Levi-Civita connection on differ-

ential forms gives,

dFl = Y t cFl = V¿\[r 8 ìI'* + ìú I V¿iIr* - Re(Vaìú, iú) + dd.

Lemma 3.2.1 immediately gives us the tr2 bound,

lldFjllü < cs (3.2.e)

Now make the L2 decomposition Fj - H + p where ff is a harmonic self-dual two form

and p is orthogonal to the harmonic two forms. Consider the de-Rham complex,

Ào--+i\1-5^24^3->l\a.

The Hodge theory of this complex gives us the following inequality for two forms orthogonal to

the space of harmonic forms [We p. 143],

llrllz; r "t(lldpllu + ll'1. pllt'")'

In our case p is self dual and d* = - ,¡ d* so this simplifies to,

lloll"T < c1(lldPll¡, +ll* d'Pllp)

< 
"zlldpll¡,,

= crlldPjll¡,

1 csc2, (3.2.10)
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where we have substituted (3,2,9) and used the fact that dll = 0. We already have an -t2

bound on ,Ff , which gives us an tr2 bound on ff . Eiliptic regularity theory now gives us an .Lf

bound on I/. Combiningthis bound with (3.2.10) completes the proof of the Lemma.

A

We can now move directly to the bootstrapping argument. The proof of the next theorem

requires repeated use of the Sobolev embedding and multiplication theorems which we will

state here in the most useful form for our applications. See [P] for a good account of more

general results, as well as [FU] and [DK].

Sobolev Theorerns. Let X be a compact four-manifold and V be a vector bundle over X.

RecaII that the Lp¡, sections of V are secújons rcpresented by locally Lpr functions in a bundle

trivialization. Associate to each Lpr the scaling weight.(k,p) = k -4/p. The Sobolev theorems

then state:

(i) If w(k,p) ) w(l,q) and k > I then there is a bounded inclusion map

LPx + Ll. (3'2.11)

If strict inequality *(k,p) ) w(l,q) Àolds then the inclusion is compact.

(ii) If w(k¿,pi) > 0, i = I,2 then the multiplication

Ll]'Ø Ll:" ---+ LI Q.2.r2)

is bounded provided I < q/q - max(u;(&¡,p¡)).

6f ) ff k 2 I and lc ) 3 then multiplication

tlø t! -+ L? (8.2.1s)

is bounded.

(iii) Therc is a compact embedding

L? ---+ Ct-" (3.2.t4)

forl>.3.

Tlreorern 3.2.L6. lf (A,V) = (Ao + @, V) is a solution to (3.1.2) and a gauge is frxed so that

Lemma 3.2.5 holds for I = 2. Then for every I > 2 there is a constant c(I) depending oily on
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X, I and As (recall that our Sobolev norms arc being taken with rcspect to this frxed smooth

connection) such that,

lloll¿l + llvll¿l S 
"(¿)'

Proof: First suppose that we have shown {! e L? for some t ) 3. The Sobolev multiplication

(3.2.13) applied to the curvature equation (3.1.2b) establishes that Ff e L!. Lemma 3.2.5 now

gives us an Ll*1 bound on o. The Diracequation (3.1.2a) for ilr reads,

(þt" *tl),r, - -f," .v. (3.2.16)

Sobolev multiplication (3.2.13) on the right of (3.2.16) implies that (pa" *o)iú € If and by

elliptic regularity ú e L!*r. In light of this induction argument for I ) 3, the proof of the

theorem reduces to proving V e L3.

Lemma (3.2.1) gives us an -t2 bound on V¡ì[r, thus

C 2llv¡vll¿, = llV¡oitr +f,avllç

2 llve"iúll¿, - |ll'*llr,. (3.2.12)

The C0 bound on ì[r along with the .[! bound on a gives us an -t2 bound on oú. Rearranging

(3.2.17) gives us an -t2 bound on V¿o![, and thus V e L2r.

By assumption ø € Ll and by the Sobolev embedding (3.2.11) we get a e La. This along

with the C0 bound on itrr implies there is an ,La bound on (þ¡o{ u)iú as is evident from (3.2.16).

Similarly (3.2.11) implies that ìf € tr4, and the elliptic inequality [GT, DK],

llvllrl S "(ll(þe" * u)ìtrll¿. + llrúll¿.),

now proves that ìú € ,Lf .

Once again the Sobolev multiplication (3.2.12) f,lø tl -+.úf applied to (3.2.16) implies

(þ¡" + u)!ú € .úf . Again u,e use the elliptic inequality

llvll¿e 3 "(ll(þ.q" 
* u)!úll¿' + ll¡úll¿"),

to give us an .t! bound on llüll.

A final application of (3.2.12) f'lø f,l + Lf gives us an Lf bound on (þto * u)ilr and the

elliptic inequality now gives us an ,L! bound. The discussion at the beginning of the proof can

now be applied to prove the theorem.

A

Now using (3.2.14) we get as an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.2.15 the compactness of the

moduli space.
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Corollary 3.2.18. Let (An,ü") be a sequence of solutions to (3,1.2). There is a subsequence

(Anr,únr) and L2" gauge transformations {gr,} so that gn¡(An.,'i[tnr) converges smoothly to a

.limiú (A,itr),

A
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Chapter 4

Further Properties of

the Moduli Space

In thie chapter we will exhibit further properties of the moduli space Mx,s(L,u, d) that will

enable us to define a smooth invariant on X namely: the free action of the gauge group on the

solution space, or equivalently the absence of irreducible solutions; Mx,n(L,u,d) is a smooth

oriented manifold ttindependent" of the choice of metric g and perturbation parameters o and

d, where "independentt' means the spaces Mx,so(L,oo,ôo) and M¡ç,nr(L,or,d1) are cobordant

up to a suitable (to be deterrnined) genericity of g¿, u¡ and ,ô¿, ' - 1,2. Compactness is also

required, but this was established in Chapter 3.

In Donaldson ASD theory [DI( $4.3, FU] one proceeds by showing that for generic metrics

the moduli space of solutions to the ASD equations is a smooth manifold free from reducible

solutions whenever ò+ > 0. If ó+ > 1 then there is a smooth cobordism, free from reducible

solutions, between any two such generic metrics [DI( Cor.4.3.19]. Whilst it can be shown that

if c:(L) + 0 e H2(X, R) then for generic metrics the solutions to (3.1.1) are irreducible, but if
c1 (I) is torsion in H2 (X, Z) this is no longer true. This gives us the main reason for considering

the perturbed equations (3.1.2), because for any metric g and generic perturbation á we will

show that the moduli space M1ç,n(L,a,6) is a smooth manifold free from reducible solutions
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whenever ö+ > 0. Although at first glance this "independence" from the metric seems in glaring

contrast with Donaldson theory, once one takes note of the fact that the metric determines the

space of self-dual forms this result becomes more palatable. In fact to prove the results in

Donaldson theory [DK] one deals directly with the space of self-dual forms defined by the

metric, and infer from this analysis results on the metric.

Before proceeding with the main analysis we prove an elementary, but important result on

reducible solutions, which ensures the free action of the gauge group on the set of solutions to

(3.1.2) for generic perturbations d.

Lemma4.0.1. LetX beasmoothfourmanifoldwithö+ >0 andletgbeanarbitrarymetúc

on X. Tlre¡e is an open dense subset tl+ C .t\+(iR) such that if õ e U+ the moduli space

Mx,s(L,u,6) consists only of imeducible points. lf b+ > L and h: [0, 1] -+ 
^+(iR) 

is a smooth

path in 
^+ 

(iR) therc is an arbitrarily small peúurbation of h whose image lies in U+ .

Proof: A reducible solution to (3.1.2) satisfies FI = d. Let P denote the L2 projection of

^+(iR) 
onto the ö* dimensional subspace of (pure imaginary) self-dual harmonic forms.Thus

reducible solutions exist only if P(2r/i.c(¿)) = P(d), and this is clearly not the case if ó is

chosen from an open dense subset U+ of 
^+(iR). 

The set of 'bad'points is a ö+ codimensional

subspace of 
^+(iR,), 

so if ò+ ) 1 generic paths lie inU+.

A

4.1. The Elliptic Complex.

We now turn our attention to a local description of the moduli space-this amounts to a study

of the elliptic complex associated to a solution. Once again the techniques are the same as for

ASD theory, first studied in [AHS] (see also [L, DK, FU]), although in our case the application

of these techniques is simpler.

First we must calculate the linearization of the gauge action and the equations (3.1.2).

Recall that the gauge action for an element g = e1 ç Ç(I) is,

s(A,{r) = (A+2d1,e-1).

The linearization at (,4', V) of this action is given by,

Dg(¡,v):.,t0(lR¡ --+ 
^1(iR) 

o r(W;|)

Dstt,ulf): Qdl,-lV)
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Equation (3,1.2) can be thought of as ühe zero set of the map,

F : A(L) e r(wJ) --| 
^+(iR,) 

o r(w;)

.F(á,ü) = (FIg)- q(,Ir) - õ, (po+u)iú)

The linearization of this map at a solution (á, lú) is,

^r 
(iR) A+ (iR,)

(4.r.2)

---+ 0 (4.1.4)

o
T(W;)

DFç0,u)(o,ö) = G:'. -"Tf^';:rÍl'*') (4.1.s)

Where q(iú,d) - !ú A ó. - ll2({r,/)Id. Using the same local representation as in (1.1.7) one

can conflrm that q(iú, 6) + l@,iú) is a ttaceless self-adjoint endomorphism so can be identified

with a pure imaginary self-dual two-form (see $1.1).

We incorporate the linearizations of the gauge action and equations into a single system

of equations, which we will prove in Lemma 4.1.5 is an elliptic complex whenever (,4, i[) is a

solution to equation 3.1,2. It is important that (.4,i[) is a solution for otherwise the system is

not a complex.

o-->,'o(iR) -",.",*\,^'gR)r(wl)
DF1r,v)

---> ^+ 
(iR)
e

t(wt)

Lemxna 4.L.5. The system of equations (4.1.4) forms an elliptic complex at any solution to

equation (3.1.2). The index of the complex is

1.
- n{"{t')' - (2x + 3o))

where y and o denote the Euler number and signature of X respectively.

Proof: The leading terms of both Dg and D,F are both elliptic operators, so it remains to show

that (4.1.4) forms a complex. Suppose ,f e Â0(;R) then,

DF6,u) " Dsff) : (2d+dr + q(ìr,, /ü') + c(.fv, ú), dÍ .v - (þo + r),fv)

= (iú I fv. + /u, I ü' - jt<f*,{,) + (!ú,/rr,))rd, d,f .lt - d,l . ú - (þo+ u)rrr)

_^_U
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The final step follows from the facts that / is pure imaginary and !ú is a solution to the Dirac

equation (3.1.2a).

To calculate the index of the complex note that the highest order terms give the following

two complexes,

o --+ 
^o(iR) 

3 nr(¿n¡ 35 l+1;n) -+ o

0 +I(wj¡ ll tg;) 
-> 

0

The index of the first is 1- ör * ö+ = ll2(X+ ø), and the real index of the second can

be calculated using the Atiyah-Singer index theorem and equals llaþ - "(L)'). Their sum

r/aQy * 3o - "(L)') is the index of (a.1.a).

A

The cohomology groups of the complex are:

H?r,*) = {f e 
^o(iR,) 

: DsØ,v) (f) = o}

Htr,*l = {(ø, t/) € 
^1(ifì,) 

e r(I4) : Dsio,*¡(a,ú) = 0, DF6,u¡(ø,ú) = 0}

H?r,*l = {(n,() e 
^+(¿n)e 

r(w;¡ : DF(t,u1(e,€) = 0}

(4.1.6)

(4.r.7)

(4.1.8)

\Me will denote the dimensions of these spaces by lr', i - 0,I,2, and from Lemma (4.1.5) ,

ho - hr t h2 = -tlaþ@)z - (2x + 3")).

It is easy to see that äfo,*l + 0 if and only if (,4, ìIt) is a reducible solution. If (4, \Ir)

isreducible then f = icwhere c€ Ris anon-trivialsolution to Dg6,E¡(/) =0. Conversely

solutions to Dg6,,y¡(/) = 0 are necessarily of the form / : ic ; c€ R, since df = O,but /ìIr - 0

as well, so either .f : 0 or ilr = 0.

Since we are assuming that our self-dual perturbation ó is chosen from the subset U+ of

Lemma (4.0.1) we have no irreducible solutions. thus f/1%,v) = 0 for every solution (.4,ù) .

For such a d we have ä2 - hr = r/aþ@)2 - (2x+ 3o)) : d(-t), where the last equality is a

definition.

4.2 A Slice Theorern.

Our first goal in this chapter is to prove that the moduli space My,n(L,u,6) is a manifold

for generic d. The first step iu this process is to show that the quotient B* (L) : C- (L) /Ç (L) í"

a Hausdorff manifold, where C* (I) C A(L) L, x I (W j) 4 is the subset consisting of irreducible
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points. We will do this by constructing "slices" for the gauge action (see [FU]). Note that the

action of Ç(L) on C.(.0) is free.

Let (-4,itr) e C.(I), we willsay that an element (8,ö) e C*(I) is in SW-gauge relative to

(,4, itr) if,

Dsio,*l(B-A,ó-rû)=0,

where the adjoint DOia,u¡ of. Dg1¡,e¡ is taken with respect to,L2 inner products on À1(;R)e

f Wl).4 quick check establishes that,

DgIo,Ð(o,tþ) - 2d*ø * ilm (ttr, r/) (4.2.t)

and

Dsio,ÐDs(o,,r)/ = 4d.df - flrlrl2. Ø.2.2)

In [FU] it is shown that the following theorem is equivalent to proving that B*(I) is a

manifold and that its tangent space at (,4, V) can be represented by,

T1e,u¡ß.(L) = {(o,d) e n11m¡ xr(w}) I Dsio,*ío,d) :0}

Theorern 4.2.3. Therc are constants c,e ) 0 such that if (8,ó) e C.(L) and (a,€) = (Á-
B,V-Q)satisfres,

lloll¿t+ll€llr3 <",

then the¡e is a unique 7 € Ào(iR) with llIlliz*, ( €, such that g(A,ó), where g = e1, is in

SW-gauge relative to (A,{t) e C. (L).

Proof: With g = e'Y we have,

s@, ó) = sl(A,iû) + (ø, ()l

= (,4, ìIr) - (ø * 2d1, e-t {t + e-1€ - iú).

Thus proving S(8,{) is in SW-gauge amounts to solving the equation,

G(1,o,t) = DSiA,,v¡@*2dl,e-1ìú * "-r€ - V) = 0

Using (4.2.1) and (a.2.2) this translates to,

G('t,o,Ê) = 4d*ih * 2d,+ a * ilm (ìú, e-lit + e-?()
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If the differential of G restricted to the first variable is onto the image space, Im DOid,v¡,

then the Implicit Function Theorem will give us a unique small solution 7 for sufficiently small

(ø,(). Evaluated at 0 : (0,0,0) the derivative of G is,

DGo(x,b,rù =4d* dx + 2d*b * ilm (ìú, ,ù - xlvl2

= D gia,u) D g (A,v)x * D si",v¡þ, ù.

Standard elliptic theory implies that the partial derivative DSio,*)DS(n,v¡ is a bijection onto

the space Im Dg[a,v¡. The Implicit Function Theorem applies and completes the proof of the

Theorem.

A

Note that elliptic regularity would imply that this solution is smooth if (,4, ¡û) and (8, /) are

smooth. We also need to show that the rnanifold 6*(I) is Hausdorff.

Theorern 4.2.4. Given two convetgent sequences (Á,,ü") + (A,ìú) and (8.,ó") -+ (8,ö),

such that (8",ó") = gn(An,ún), there is a subsequence of gn that converges to g and (-4, !t) =

s(8, ó).

In [FU] it is shown that this is equivalent to B* (I) being Hausdorff.

Proof: The hypothesis impliesthat {,4"} and {g,(.4")} = {8"} are bounded. Writingg, - s'v"

we have,

2d'1"-Bn-An

and so d7,, is bounded in L3, (An,B" e L?) and 7, is bounded in ,üfl. Extracting a convergent

subsequence proves the theorem.

A

4.3 The Parametrized Moduli Space

Recall that we are assuming that B(L) = ("A(1,) xI(WlDlç@) is of class trfr, and our

perturbation O a ¡+(iR,) is class Lrt-rfor some large /c. This enables us to use Banach space

results such as the Implicit Function Theorem and the Sard-Smale theorems. It is important

to note that in this section the one-form'u'is regarded as fixed.
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We define the parametrized moduli space,

Mx,s(L,u)= U Mx,s(L,u,d) x{d}
ô€^+(iR)

c B(L) x 
^+(iR).

(4.3.1)

We will denote the subset of My,n(L,u) consisting of irreducible solutions by Mi,n(L,a).

Le¡nrna 4.3.2. M*,n(L,u) is a smooth manifold.

Proof: Consider the map,

F : A@) x r(Wf ) x 
^+(iR) -> ^+(tR) 

x r(w")

F1A,u,6) = (Fl@) - c(,Ir) - 6, (þo+ r)iú),

this is essentially the same as (4.1.2) except that the perturbation, ô, is now regarded as a

variable. The first step in the proof of the Lemma is to show that the linearization of .É is

surjective at an irreducible solution, then the Implicit Function Theorem will imply that the

zero set, Z - {reducrble solutions}, of .F is a manifold. Let (A, rlr) be an irreducible solution.

The linearization of F at (A,i[, d) is,

DF6,u,a¡: 
^1(iR) 

x r(wf) x l+(m) --+ 
^+(¿n,) 

xt(w;)
Dí6,u,a)(q, rþ, e) - (il+ a- q({r,,þ) - q(rþ,V) - ., (þ,q, * r)rþ + To 

. V)

We decompose DF1l,,l,o¡ = DFfu,v)+ DF(Ð where,

DFl,+,v)@, rþ) = (d+ o - q(v, ú) - c(rþ,v), (þt + r)rþ + I"' *,
and

DF(I¡G) = -e .

Clearly DF,?6, is onto Ä+(iR), so to prove surjectivity of DF6,u,t) all that remains to show is

that DFfi,v, is onto I(W;).

Suppose that ( is .L2-orthogonal to the image of DFfu,v¡ that is,

1

(€, (þ¡ + o)tþ + iø ' v) : o ror all a,tþ (4.3.3)

Setting a to zero implies,

G, (þt + u)rþ) = g for all tþ . (4.3 .4)

Setting rþ to zero in (4.3.3) gives,

(€ o .rlr) - 0 for all o
1

2
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Equation (4.3.4) implies that { is in the kernel of the adjoint of þ¿ * u and by elliptic regularity

cannot vanish on an open set unless it is identically zero. By assumption ü is a non-zero solution

to the Dirac equation, so cannot vanish on open sets. Equation (4.3.5) cannot be satisfied /or

aII a,ifboth ( and ì[¡ are non-zero. We conclude that € = 0 and so DFla,v,a¡ is surjective.

To prove Mk,n(L,o) is a manifold we restrict the domain of .Ê to values in SW-gauge with

respect to (A,itr). That is,

Fs : {(A* d, v + rþ) e A(L) x r(wl) z Dtie,u¡(o,rþ) =o} x Ä+(ln) ---+ l+(;n) x r(wf )

Define DF¡1 and DFI by DFl + DF& = D.t's analogously with DFl and DF2 of D,Ê. Consider

the elliptic complex (4.1..4),

^ Dg¿¡..v1
o 
-> 

A',(iR) ' ' ',t ^r(iR) 
DFto,*)

@ ----->
rwI)

^+(iR,)o
r(wt)

---+ 0

Since this forms a complex DFto,*l [- os = 0. Since the Hodge theory of the complex implies

kerDgio,*¡ is orthogonal to Im Dsit,v¡ and DFo,l,1o,u¡ = DF(¡,v¡lr.""oo. we conclude that

DFJ,1',*¡ = DF(e,\. Clearly we also have DFo?,1r, = nF(ol. Thus D-t'l is surjective and as

before we conclude using the Implicit Function Theorem that Mj¡,n(t, u) is a manifold.

We now want to show that the modulispaces Mx,g(L,u,6) arc smooth manifolds. Recall the

Sard-Smale theorem [S, DI(]

Sard-Srrale Theorern 4.3.6. lf r : P -+ Q is a propü Fredholm map between paracompact

Banach maniîolds, the rcgular values of r form an open dense seú in Q. For every such rcgular

value q € Q the set n-t(q) C P fotms a smooth submanifold with dimension equal to the index

of r.

Lernrna 4.3.6. The projection IIi : Ml,n(L,u) + Â+(iR) is a proper Fredholm surjection

with index d(L) = t / aþQ)2 - (2x + 3o)) .

Proof: Recall that a map is Fredholm if its diflerential has a closed range and finite dimensional

kernel and cokernel [BB, FU].

If we use the SW-gauge to take slices for the gauge action, the tangent space to M\,n(L,u)

is given by,
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T6,u,d¡Mi,n(L,u) = {(ø, ,þ,r) € 
^1(iR) 

x t(W}) x 
^+(iR) 

: Dsit,v)(o,rþ) : 0,

(d+ a - q(v,rþ) - q('þ,ü) - ., (þ¡ + ù+ + f,". iú) = 0Ì.

Let DIIi,1r,*,0¡ denote the differential of tti evaluated at the point (á, if , ô). II is just projection

so clearly, Dtri,1r,*,r¡(a,tþ,e) = e = -DF(¿.¡(e), where DFf6¡ is defined in Lemma 4.3.2. Thus

kerDIIi,l¡,q,d) = {(ø,/,e) eÄl(lR) x f(I,Z/) x 
^+(iR) 

: e = 0,

Dsio,Ðþ,tþ) = 0,DF(¡,v¡@,ú) = 0Ì. (4'3.7)

Inspection of @.I.7) yields dimkerDnT,la,v,a¡ = Ir1.

Also it is clear that,

Im DIIi,1a,E,ô) = {€ € 
^+(iR) 

:e= d*a- ((V, tþ) -q(rþ,rú),DSir,ül(o,ú) = 0},

for (ø, ú) € 
^r(iR) 

xf (W[). This can be written more succinctly as

Im DrIi,1a,E,ó) = P+ o Im DF1L,v) lan¡r,*,1o,9¡=o (4'3.8)

whereP..oImDFldenotestheprojectionof DFl ontothe^+(iR) partof therange. Using

the Hodge decompositions of the elliptic complex (4.L.4) we can in fact ignore the restriction

in (a.3.8) that is,

Im DIII,1¡,E,ó) = P+ o Im DFfa,v¡.

Also from the Hodge decomposition of (4.1.4) we have,

rWÐ O 
^+(iR) 

= Im DFl o ker(Drl)*,

and so coker Df'[o,v¡ r: ker(DFr)* has dimension h2. We know that DFr is onto the fWI)
variable so we may as well write,

coker Df'fu

which is exactly coker DIIl,1r,*¡.

We have established that index II]1 - hL - h2. Since (.4, ttr) is an irreducible solution,

h0 = 0, and so index III = d(L) as claimed.

l\

Using the fact that finite intersections of open dense sets are open and dense, we can combine the

Smale-Sard theorem applied to the projection IIi and Lemma (4.0.1) to immediately conclude,
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Corollary 4.3.9. Let X be a smooth compact four dimensional manifold with b+ ) 0. There

is an open dense subset Ul C 
^+(iR,) 

consisting of regular values of the ptojection II! such

that if 6 eUl then My,o(L,t',d) consists only of futeducible points. Thus My,n(L,u,6) is a

smooth, compact il(L) dimensional manifold. lf b+ ) 1 then geneúc paths in 
^+ 

(iR) lie in Ut' .

A

4.4 Tlne Totally Parametrized Moduli Space.

Our next step is to show that the moduli spaces defined using different "?r's" differ by a

compact cobordism. This is the fundamental result that enables us to calculate the Seiberg-

Witten invariant using equation (3.1.2) for any choice of "'.)" . Many of the arguments in this

section are the same as in $4.3 so some proofs will be kept brief.

First we define the "totally parametrized moduli space", where the term "toüally" is used

to distinguish this space from (4.3.1).

Mx,s(L) = U Mx,s(L,u,d) x {u} x {d} (4.4.r)
c 6,r*1rn¡
u€^r(R)

c ß(L) x 
^1(R)¿, 

x À+(iR)r,_,.

Denote the subset of the totally parametrized moduli space consisting of irreducible solutions

by Mi,n@). We prove that M.1ç,n(L) is a smooth manifold in exactly the same way as (4.3,2).

Lemma 4.4.2. Mi,n@) is a smooth manifold.

Proof: As in Lemma @.3.2) we linearize the map,

fr, : "a,Q) o t(ly;) O A1(Et) o 
^+(iR) 

---+ 
^+(¿rÙ) 

o r(r,ry)

F1A,,ú,oo,d) - (FlØ)- q(v) - 6, (po*u6)iû)

at an irreducible point (A,ú,as,ô). Note that the only diflerence between this map and.Ë of

Lemma (4.3.2) is that now we are regarding tl6 as a variable.

DÊ1n,u,oo,t¡ : lrl(iR) o r(w;|) o 
^1(R) 

o 
^+ 

(iR) ---+ 
^+ 

(iR) o r(w; )

DF6.,u,uo,t¡(o,rþ,o,e) = (d+a-c(i[r, rþ)-cþþ,iú)-. , (þ¿,+uo)ú+(,rr+]a) .v).

If we suppress the 
^t(R) 

variable o we get exactly the same rnap, Dñ as in Lemma .43.2)

which we know to be surjective. Thus D¡' is surjective and the Implicit Function Theorem
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implies that the zero set of F is a manifold. 'We can construct slices of the gauge action using

the SW-gauge exactly as in Lemma (4.3.2) and thus Mi,nØ) is a manifold.

A

Lemma (4.3.6) can be generalised to the totally parametrized moduli space.

Lernma 4.4.3. The projection lIz : /vl\,nQ) -+ r\l(R) O 
^+(iR) 

is a proper Fredholm slL'-

jection with index il(L).

Proof: The proof of this theorem varies only slightly to that of (4.3.6), so the arguments will

not be repeated. Howevet an explicit description of ker DII2,1A,iú,us,ô) will be of subsequent use

so we will give it here. As in (4.3.6) rve can represent the tangent space to M\,n(L) as,

T(r,u,ao,a¡M*x,g(L) = {(o, ?þ,a,e) € 
^r(iR)or(ty;) 

o^r(R) o^+(iR) :

Dtie,u¡þ,rþ) = 0, d,+ a- q(v, rþ) - q(rþ,ú) - . = 0, þt * uo)ú * (+"+ o) . rr = 0)

Calculating the linearization of ühe projection gives Dflz,ça.,u,oo,Ð(a,tþ,u,e) - (o,e). Thus we

can write the kernel of this map at an irreducible point as,

ker DII2,1a,E,uo,ô) = {(o, rþ, u, e) el,l 1;n¡ O r(WJ)^l(R) O 
^+(iR)' 

r - u : 0,

Dsi¡,s,¡(o,rþ) = 0,0 = d.+a- c(V, ,Ð - cþþ,V) , (þo + ao)1þ* å" 
.*)l Ø'4'4)

Clearly this has dimensiou ä1, the proof that the cokernel has dimension lr2 proceeds in the

same vein as (4.3.6),

A

Once again the Sard-Smale Theorem gives us,

Corollary 4.4.6. Let X be a compact, smooth four-manifold with ö+ > 0. Then there is

an open dense subset V C 
^t(R) 

el\+(iR,) consisting of rcguÌar values of II2, such that if
(u,d) € V then the moduli space M1ç,n(L,u,6) consists only of irreducible points. If b+ > I
then V is connected.

We are now in a position to prove the the fundamental theorem of the chapter, that is

the "independence" of the modulispace fromthe perturbation u in the Dirac equation (3.1.2).

This follows from the Fredholm transversality theorem [DI( Prop. 4,3.10].

Fledholm Transversality Theorern 4.4.6. Suppose r : P + Q is Fredholm map between

paracompa,ct Banach manifolds and 7 : [0, 1] -+ Q is a smooth path in Q, which is transverse
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tor atitsend-points. Thenthereisapath ?':[0, l]-+Q arbitrarilyclosetol,suchthatl

is transverse to ¡¡ and f'(0) = 7(0) and 7'(1) = 7(1).

Theorern 4.4.7. Suppose X is a compact four dimensional manifold with ö+ > 0. Then therc

is a compact cobordism between Mx,s(L,us,õ) and Mx,g(L,uy,6) fot arbitrary us,1)1 e 
^t(R)

andgenericd€À+(iR),

Proof: The proof consista in setting up the problem so that we can apply the Fredholm

tansversality Theorem. A comparison of (4.3.7) and (4.4.4) yields

dim ker(DII|,1r,*,a¡) = dim ker(DII2,1¿,E,,,6¡), (4.4.8)

so if d is a regular value of fll then (u, d) is a regular value of II2.

Consider the intersection t/r+" nUl, where [/fi, í-- L,2 is as in in Corollary (4.3.9), Since

both üf" and t/rl are open and dense in l\+(iR) their intersection is also open and dense.

Equation (4.4.8) impliesthat if õ eU,+"nt/fr then both (us,d) and (u1,d) are regular values of

II2. For such a d define the path,

7 : [0,1] ---+ 1\t(R) o 
^+(iR)

,y(ú) = [(1 - t)ue ]tay,6f: [o(f),â(f)],

between (us,á) and (rt,d). By the Fledholm tansversality Theorem there is a path l(t) =

lu'(t),6'(t)l arbitrarily close to 7, and with the same endpoints. We can in fact assume that

a'(t): u(ú), but this is irrelevant for our purposes. The set IItt(7'(ú)) gives us the required

cobordism, if we note that for d'(ú) sufficiently close to d then IItl(7'(ú)) will consist only of

irreducible points.

Contained in Theorem 4.4.7 is the existence of a cobordism between the moduli space of

solutions to equatiou (3.1.2) and the usual Seiberg-Witten equations (1.1.8), that is equation

(3,1.2) with u set to zero. Apart from its usefulness as a tool for calculating the Seiberg-Witten

invariant, as we will see in Chapter 5, this result is also aesthetically pleasing-it proves the

independence of the Seiberg-Witten invariant from the particular t'Dirac operator" used to

define it.
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4.5 The Seiberg-\Mitten Invariant.

Before an invariant can be defined, we must prove that the moduli space My,n(L,u,6)

is orientable and any two moduli spaces Mx,s,(L,u,6¡),i = 1,2, defined using generic metric-

perturbation pairs (g¿,6¡),i = L,2, are cobordant. Note that independence from the "tr" pa-

rameter has been proved in Theorem (4.4.7) so this parameter will be largely ignored in the

following discussion. In fact because of this independence from "'u" we could deduce the ori-

entability and independence from (S¡,6¡) from the fact that these properties are known for

the usual Seiberg-Witten modulispace, Mx,g(L,O,d) (see [W, M, FS2]). Nevertheless, for the

sake of completeness, proofs of these facts will be presented here, though they bear no difer-

ence to the proofs in the papers referenced above which deal with the standard Seiberg-Witten

equations.

Orientability of the Moduli Space.

In $4.2 we saw that the tangent space to the moduli space at the point [(,4, ,Ir)] is given by

the kernel of the elliptic opera or,

P1n,g = Deie,u¡ * DF1t,u¡: 
^1(iR) 

o r(ød) ---+ 
^O(iR) 

o 
^+(iR) 

e r(I,tz;),

where,

DSio,gþ,1þ) = 2d*ø * ilm (iú, r/)

and,

DF6,u¡(a,4t) = (d+a- q(ìIr, ,þ) - c(,,þ,v) , (þo + r)rþ + å" *,

A trivializationof the dete¡minant of the tangent bundle, det(kerP), corresponds to an orien-

tation of the moduli space Mx,s(L,tr,d). If [(,4,V)] e My,n(L,o,d) then coker P = 0 since we

are assuming that d is chosen so that the points in Mx,s(L,u,ó) are smooth and irreducible.

Because of this it suffices to trivialize the determinant line, det (ker P) I (det coker P)- 1, of P

defined over the space B*(,t)-the space of all irreducible pairs (A,,Ir) mod gauge.

Any operator homotopic to P defines an isomorphic determinant line. So to prove P has

a trivial line it suffices to trivialize the determinant of the operator,

Q6,u¡ - 2d' + d+ + þt: n11;n¡ e r(I4d) ---), 
^0(irt) 

o 
^+(iR) 

o r(w;).

The determinant of Q6,u¡ can be decomposed,

det Q1a,E¡ : det(2d* + d+) I det p¡.
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The Dirac operator is complex linear so det p¡ has a natural orientation coming from the

complex structure. The operator (2d* + d+) is independent of (,4, ü) so is naturally trivial.

Furthermore,

det(2d* + d+) = det(ker(2d* + d+)) I (det coker (2d* + d+))-t

= der(¡/l(x, iR,)) I der(Hz'+(x, iR) e Ho(x,iR))-t,

so choosing an orientation for H2,+(X,iR), ¡/1(X,iR) and Ho(X,iR) determines an orienta-

tion of the moduli space. Note that this is the same information required to orient the ASD

instanton moduli space (Theorem 7.1.39 in [DK]).

Independence of Mx,s(L,u, d) from g and d.

Before we can prove this result we need to introduce a framework within which the problem

is manageable. First note that we are assuming the parameter u € 
^t(R) 

is fixed.

The problem at hand is: Given (.qo,do) and (g1,d1), where both of the d¿,i = 0,l satisfy

Corollary (4.3.9) for their respective metrics gi,i = 0, 1-, construct a cobordism between the

modulispaces Mx,go(L,ur6s) and My,nr(L,ur6y). Weneed to introduce the restriction ö+ > L

so that a generic path joining (go,do) to (gr,ô1) won't contain reducible points (see Corollary

4.3.9.). Following IDK $4.3.3. and $1.1,5.] we introduce the following framework that will

enable us to identify the spaces of self-dual two forms 
^Ï(iR,) 

defined using different metrics g,

and refer the reader to this source for a more complete discussion. First fix a reference metric ae

which defines the splitting 
^2(iR) 

= r\f"(iR,) O 
^*(iR,) 

and to each metric g u'e can associate

a map, mo : lt;,(iF-) + Äf"(ln) (c,f. [DI{ $1.1.5] enabling us to idenrify /\Í(iR) with.{f,(iR).

Explicitly this is done as follows: write ô € 
^Í(iR) 

as d: df +d; € 
^å(iR)oÄ[(iR), 

wth

respect to the reference splitting. we identify d e À+(iR) with d'= ôf + mnõs e. Àf"(dR).

Exhibiting the cobordism is now a simple application of the FÏedholm tansversality The-

orem (4.4.6).

Theorem 4.6.t. Suppose X isaclosedcompactfourmanifoldwith ä+ > l. If (go,de) and

(gr,dt) arc two metric-perturbation pairs satisfying Corollary (4.3.9), then for a d.ense set of

paths 1 = (g(¿), 6(t)) between (go, ôo) and (0t,6¡) the space

W", = {(lAl, [!ú], ¿) c ß(L) x [0, 1]l([,4], [v]) € Mx,e1t¡(I, u, ô(ú))]

consisús only of fureducible points and gives a smooth cobordism between Mx,so(L,a,6s) and

My,n,(L, u,61).
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Proof: Take any path 7(f) = (C(ú),d(ú)) such that 7(0) : (so,ds) and t(1) = (91,ô1). We

will now fix the path g(ú) and prove the theorem for generic perturbations of the path d(f).

By Lemma 4.0.1 along with our assumption that ö+ ) 1 we can assume that the path 7(t) =
(g(t),d(t)) has no points ú¡ where the moduli space My,n1t,¡(L,u,á(t;)) has reducible solutions,

and this is also true for suffiently small perturbations of the path á(ú) .

Following the discussion before the statement of the theorem we fix a reference space

^å(iR), 
and to each g(ú) associate a map, ræ¿ : r\,n-o(iR,) +.A.f"(fR,). This enables us to

idenrify rhe parh d(¿) c 
^lr)(iR) 

with ô,(r) = ôõr-(ú) * m¡6; þ) c lf.1;n¡.
Similarly we can identify the parametrized moduli spaces,

Mx,nþ)(L, a) c ß(L) x l\lú) (irt)

with

lñx,nþ)(L,u),úl c B(L) x^Í"(iR) x [0, 1].

Exactly as before we have a Fledholm map, zr : lÑ**,nrrr1L,u),tl -+ 
^f"(iR) 

x [0,1], and a

path ó' : [0,1] -+ 
^å(iR) 

x [0,1]. By assumption the path d' is transverse to r at 0 and

1. The Fredholm tansversality Theorem implies that we can find a new path d/' : [0, 1] -+

^Í"(iR) 
x [0, 1] arbitrarily close to ó', such that d" ig transverse to er. For d/'sufficiently close

tod'therearenoreduciblepointsinanyofthemodulispaces Mx,ne)(L,u,õ,,(t)). Thespace

r-1 1a"1r¡¡ : w,, = {([A], [ür], ú) c B(L) x [0, 1] l([A], IVD e M x,sþ)(L, u d"(¿))],

gives the required cobordism between Mx,so(L,u,ôq) and My,n,(L,a,61)

A

The Seiberg-Witten fnvariant. With these technical details out of the way we can now

define a smooth invariant for closed compact four-manifolds with å+ > 1 using the equations

(3.1.2), for an arbitrary choice of'o'.

First we need to list a few properties of spin'structures. If H2(X,Z) has no two torsion

then the spinc structute Wf is completely determined by the class of the determinant line,

L e H2(X,Z). Also there is a canonical way to identify two spinc structures Wf and Wf,

on x via an element E e Hz(x,Z). such an.E relates the two bundles wf and,w[, via

WI, : WI ø E. Thus the best way to think of the Seiberg-Witten invariant is as an integer,

SWr(E), assigned to each class .E e H2(X,Z) with respect to a fixed spinc structttre Wf.
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However not all manifolds have an obvious choice for this fixed spin" structure, so it is often

convenient to think of the invariant as associated with the class of the determinant line bundle

tr. Nevertheless it will be clear from the context which picture we are using.

If the virtual dimension of the moduli space d(I) is strictly less than zero, then the Seiberg-

Witten invariant is defined to be zero,

In the case where the virtual dimension of the moduli space d(,[) equals zero the moduli

space generically consists of a finite set of points, To each of these points one can associate a

sign, coming from the determinant of the operator ? defined above. The sum of these points

counted with sign is an integer, the Seiberg-Witten invariant SWx(L) associated to the spin'

structure Wf with determinant -t.

If the d(I) ) 0 the invariant can be defined by a suitable integration over the moduli

space [FS1, FS2, M]. We will not give details here because in our application the modulispace

will always have virtual dimension equal to zero. Indeed there are no known cases where these

"higher" dimensional invariants a¡e non-trivial (at least for the case when ö* > 1 [MS]), and

there is a conjecture that this is always the case.

Although implicit in the above discussion we will state the following result which contains

the equivalence between the Seiberg-Witten invariant as defined in [W], and the invariant

defined using the equation 3.1..2.

Theorem 4.6.2. Suppose X isaclosedcompactfowmanifoldwithó+ > L. LetWf beaspin'

sú¡uctu¡e over X with determinant line bundle L. The integer SWg(L), defrned above using

equation (3.1.2), is independent of the pertwbation u in the Dfuac equation (3.1.2a). Moreover

SWx (L) is independent ftom the choice of Riemannian metric g on X and generic pertwbation

6 € 
^'(iR) 

in equation (3.1.2b). Thus SWy(L) is a diffeomorphism invariant and equal to the

invariant defrned i" [W].
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Chapter 5

The Invariant for Compact

Non-Kähler Cornplex Surfaces

In this chapter we return to our original goal, the study of the Seiberg-Witten equations on

a general hermitian surface. Using the results of Chapters 3 and 4 we simplify this study from

equation (2.14) obtained in Chapter 2, to a system of equations analogous to the Seiberg-Witten

equations over a Kähler surface (1.2.3). This enables us in $5.1, $5.2 and $5.3 to generalise the

results obtained by Witten [W] for l(ähler surfaces to an arbitrary hermitian surface. Contained

in this generalisation is a solution to the vortex equation ($5.2) on a complex surface with an

arbitrary hermitian metric.

Section 5.4 sees us restrict attention to the case where the first betti number, ó1 , of our

surface is odd, or equivalently the case where the surface does not admit a Kähler metric [BPV].

After listing the relevanb properties of such surfaces with ö+ ) 1 we calculate the Seiberg-Witten

invariant on these surfaces. The knowledge gained in $5.4 of the basic classes for non-Kähler

complex surfaces enables us to generalise Theorems (0.1.1), (0.1.2) and (0.1.3) to non-Kähler

complex surfaces.
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5.1. The Generalised Equation on a Hermitian Surface (X,h).

Let (X, h) be a compact complex surface with ü+ ) 1 and lr a hermitian metric on X, such

that the Kähler form, ø , associated to l¿ satisfies ôôu = 0. A theorem of Gauduchon [G] states

that every hermitian metric has a conformal rescaling so that its associated Kähler form is

ôð-closed, so our assumption on à puts no restriction on X or choice of hermitian metric.

Using this metric we can define the degree of a holomorphic line bundle L on X [B]. tet

,L be aholomorphicline bundle with holomorphicstructure given by ôt, then the degree of .L

with respect to ø is,

deg (r) - deg (-ú,ø) = + I.Fa,(L) 
Aw,

where F¿, (.L) is the curvature of any holomorphic connection on .L compatible with the structure

defrned by ð¿,. Since any two such connections on .L differ by a ôô-exact form, integration

by parts shows that deg (,0,ø) is independent of the hermitian connection on -t. However

deg (.[, ar) is a topological invariant if and only if X admits a Kähler metric [B], that is if ö1(X)

ls even,

Recall from $1.2 that every complex manifold (indeed every almost complex manifold) has

a canonical spinc structute W' with positive and negative spin bundles given by,

w! =tf (x) e l(0,2)1x) = r o K;1

I4l"- -r\(0,1)(¡¡,

where I and K* - 
^(2,0)(X) 

are the trivial and canonical line bundles on X respectively. Also

recallthat for f - ¡o,r¡¡r'o € T.0'1(X)Ot+t'o(X) andapositivespinori[r* = (o, Ð el(W+)
Clifford multiplication is given by

"f ' V+ = f . (a, Ð = ll$o'la - *(/1'0 nB))

On negative spinors 7 € f(I,V-) Clifford multiplication by f is

f . I = ñ$o'r. n z - *("ft'o A *7)).

Oneeasilychecksthatif/isreal,thatis.f0,1 =/a'0,then f .f .ó=-lfl2óforanyspinor/.

Choosing the canonical hermitian connection on det Wj = K;i the Dirac operator on I(I4l"+)

is given by (2.13),

þ=ô+a*+o',

where O is a real one-form depending on the her.mitian metric t¿ (O = 0 if and only if à is

I(ähler).
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Every other spln" structute Wa can be written in terms of the canonical spin' structure

W' by tensoring it with a complex line bundle .8. The positive and negative spin bundles will

be denoted bv Wø+ and have the form,

WÅ : (r o K*) ø ø = E o (E8K;t)

wE - 
^0,1(x,.E').

A connection A on ,E and the canonical hermitian connection on I{* determine a connection

At on det(WS) = 2E - K* = .t, where lrye are using the additive notation for line bundles.

With this choice the Dirac operator on WI becomes,

þ¡=ôt+âl+o

We will be abuse notation slightly and represent the Chern class associated to a line bundle ,[ by

" L" e H2 (X, Z). The line bundle L = det(Wfi ) is a characteristic class, that is its intersection

pairing, L.Twith anylinebundle?satisfies L.T: Tz,mod2. Furthermorewewillcall

the line bundle .t a basic class if the Seiberg-Witten invariant associated to the spinc structure

associated to .L does not vanish.

The work of the previous two chapters shows that in order to determine the basic classes,

and Seiberg-Witten invatiants of any four-manifold with å+ > 1 we can study the equations

(3.1.1) and (3.1.2) with any choice of u. We make the choice u = -O and the equations on a

hermitian surface (X, ä) with spinc structurc Wp become (see 2,14),

ÔtÍ+ôis=o

Fl,(L)'l=\Ufp - l,l,)
F¡,(L)o'z = fs

Fo,(L)''o: -f s

(5.1.1o)

(5.1.1b)

(5.1.1c)

(5.1.1cl)

where / is a section of .E and s is a section of. E - K*, and A' is defined above. With these

equations we generalise the tesults obtained in [W] for Kåihler surfaces to the case where (X, h)

is any compact complex surface with ó+ ) 1 and whose metric l¿ has been conformally rescaled

so that its associated I(ähler form is ðô-closed.

Tlreorern ó.L.2. Let (X, h) be a compact compÌex surface with b+ ) 1 and hermitian metric

h that has been conformaily rescaled so that its associated Kählet form u is ôô-closed. Then

the following conditions are necessary and suffrcient fot the line bundle E to have a solution to
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the equations (5.1.1), and determine a moduli space with vfutual dimension d(¿) > 0.

(Ð L'>K'*.By defrnition L=28 -K*, so ú.his condition is equivalent to E2 ) E.K*.

0i) Ai = 0. That is A must determine a holomorphic sttuctute t on E.

(iii)For an iueducible solution we rcqufue that either Ho (X, t) + 0 and 0 ( deg á < ldeg K* ,

or Hï(X,K* - t)t'0 and |deg K* < deg á ( deg K*. For arcducible solutionwe require

that 2deg á: deg K* and At determines an anti-seLf-dual connection on L.

Proof: On a complex surface K2* = 2X + 3o so we can write virtual dimension of the moduli

space d(.ú) = Il4(L2 - K1). Clearly (i) is necessary for a non-empty moduli space.

To prove the necessity of (ii) note the following identities that hold at any solution to

equation (5.1.1),

õ2o= ro1ø¡o,'=Ion,rt¡',, =!Ís. (b.l.g)

These identities are a consequence of the connection ,4.' on L = 2E - K* being induced from

the connection A on -8, and the canonical connection on K* which has curvature of type (1, 1).

Suppose (,4, f +") e A(E) xt(W$) is a solution to the equation (5.1.1). Applying the operator

ô¿ to (5.1.la) gives,

A'o¡+Ô¡ais-o'

If we take the pointwise inner product with s and use (5.1.3) this equation becomes,

't_-r(s,|Ís) * (s, ô¿ôis) -- 0. (5.1.4)

Now integrate (5.1.a) over X to obtain the followingequality which is true at any solution to

(5.1.1),

ll/ll'll"ll'+ llá)sll2 = o. (b.1.5)

Both terms in (5.1.5) ate manifestly non-negative and we conclude that either / or s is zero

at a solution to (5.1.1). Either way we see from (5,1.1c) that F¡(.8)0'2:0, which proves the

necessity of (ii).

Now suppose that t is a holomorphic structure on .8. The sign of 2deg t - deg K* will

determine which of f or s vanishes as well as the necessity of (iii). At a solutior, (A,l + s) e

A(E) x 1(WÈ) we have,

des (2t- K*) = # l.rj!) nu

iç l.arr - lslz)ø n ø

des (2t- K*) = * l.ro.2 - lfl1av (5.1.6)
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From (5.1.6) it is evident that if deg (2t -K*) ( 0 then s = 0, and if deg (2t-K*) ) 0 then

.f :0. Notethatthereisaproblemwithreduciblesolutionswhendeg (2t-Kx) =0,which

is why we will consider the perturbed equations in $5.3. Nevertheless it is clear that reducible

solutions exist if 2deg t - deg K* and -t = 2t - K* has an anti-self-dual connection.

If deg .L =deg (2t -Kr) ( 0 then an irreducible solution / is asection of the line bundle

á, implying that Ho(X,e) # O. Furthermore equation (5.1.1a) implies that 0ú = 0, so á has

holomorphic sections, which implies deg t > 0 [B]. Combining this with the restraint on the

degree of L = 2t - K* gives us the inequality

1

0 ( deg á < ¡deg K*,

proving the necessity of the first statement in (iii).

If on the other hand deg (28 - K" ) ) 0 an irreducible solution to the equations consists

of anon-zero anti-holomorphicsection s of t-K*. This impliesthat Ilo(X, t-K*) l0 and

deg (á - K* ) ( 0. Again combining these inequalities yields,

|a"g 
r,, < deg á ( deg K,,

and the second statement in (iii) is proved.

We now prove the sufficiency of the conditions in the Theorem. Note that we have covered

the reducible case where deg (2t -I(^) - 0. So we will assume from now on that deg (2t -
K*) + 0.

First suppose that deg(2t - K*) ( 0, and the conditions of the Theorem are satisfied.

The system of equations we are trying to solve for the line bundle á, corresponds to finding a

connection A on t and a section / of t (we know Ho (X, t) + 0) satisfying,

ã'o =o

0¡f =0 (b.1.2)

Fl,Qe - K*) =2Fï(S)- F+(K*) = )lrlr,
subject to the condition that 2deg t - deg K, ( 0. This system of equations has the form of

the "generalised vortex equations.tt These equations have been studied extensively, and solved,

for the case where the metric h on X is l(ähler, see for example [Br, OT]. The proof that a

solution to (5.1.7) exists for a general hermitian surface is a considerable diversion and will be

proved in $5.2.
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Now suppose that deg2t - K* ) 0. Make the definition tt =K* - t. Ther_ FI(2tt -
Kr) : - Fl Qt -K.* ). W" are looking for a connection A on .E' and a section s of Et satisfying,

ã'o:o

ârs =0 (b.1.8)

2FIQ.)- F'+(K*) =\l,lr,

where 2deg tt-deg K* ( 0. This equation (5.1.8) is completely equivalent to (5.1.7), which

will be solved in $5.2. Subject to this proof, Theorem (5.1.2) is completed.

A

5.2. The Vortex Equations on a Hermitian Surface.

To solve (5.1.7) we use the fact that for any holomorphic line bundle á, there is a unique

connection B, the metric connection, compatible with both the holomorphic structure and

hermitian metric fI. Using this fact u¡e can redirect our search for a pair (ðt,l) satisfying

(5.1.7), to a search for a hermitian metric f/'whose metric connection B/ satisfies (5.1.7) for

a given holomorphic structure and section. Though the technique is standard, the paper [Br]

offers a particularly detailed account of the equivalence between the two approaches (see also

our discussion of the unperturbed moduli space following the proof of Theorem 5.2.4).

With the above understood suppose t is a holomorphic line bundle with a hermitian metric

fI and metric connection B. Any other hermitian metric H' on t can be expressed in terms of

H by, Ht = e\H for À € C*(X,R). The curvature of the connection B/ compatible with fll
and the holomorphic structure on á can be written,

Fa,(t)= FB(t) +AôÀ.

Also if / is a non-zero holomorphic section then lfl2¡7, = lflï"^. We are looking for a metric

fll whose metric connection B' satisfies,

FÅ,(t)- ;r*(^*) : f,]fl,,,,

for the prescribed holomorphic section /. In terms of 11 this is written,

Fl G)+ (áôÀ)+ - å.*(** ¡ = )]fl?r"^
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Define Â to be the L2 adjoint of ,Âø. Then (5.2.1) is equivalent to,

^FB(t)+ 
/\áôÀ - ],rr1x* ) = |]flî"^

iLõô^+r1ttl'""^ - tllnrlx *) - iLFB(t)) = 0

,x+|Vtîe^ -c =o (5.2.2)

Where we have defined p = ifiðð and C = (åir\f' (K *) - ilt Fa(t)). Note that the restriction

deg (2t - K*) ( 0 in (5.1.7), means that J" C > 0.

It is convenient to write (5.2.2) in a form so that 'C' is constant. Define ¿ = I* C, and let

u e C*(X,R) be the unique solution to,

Pu=C-c

The fact that such a o exists relies on our assumption that ôôu = 0, since if this is the case

then ker P* = R [B], and our solution u follows from the fact that Ï"(C - a) = 0 and standard

elliptic theory. This observation also proves the existence of reducible solutions to (5.1.1) when

deg ,D - 0, because this translates to the case / = 0 and I*C = 0 in (5.2.2). Define u= ),-u.

Then À is a solution to (5.2.2) if and only if z is a solution to,

1

Pu=(:1¡1zreu)eu -c:0. (b.2.9)

A solution to (5.2.3) is provided by the following Theorem.

Theorem 6.2.4. Let X be a compact complex surface whose l(ähler fotm, u,t, is ôô closed,

then if c ) 0 úJre equation,

Pulheu-c=O (5.2.5)

has a unique solution u if 0 t h e C*(X,R) and h > 0 at some point.

Proof: . We first show that if a solution exists then it is unique. Note that 1f ðôu = 0 then

d,*d, = L - P + P* on functions [B]. Let u and u' be two smooth solutions to (5.2.5) then,

0!lld(u-")ll'
I: | (A,(u-u'),u-u')

JX
I

= | (P(u - ,r') + P* (u - ut),u - u'l
JX
f

= | (P(u - u'),u - u') + (u - u', p(u - ut))
JX

I
= 2Re I çnþ - ",'\,u - u,r.

JX
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The expression in the integral is strictly non-positive on the set {c e X : h(æ) >

lt.='..t' onthisset. Ontheset {æeX:h(x)- 0} wehave d(u-u') = 0, andso

constant function. In fact we must have u = u' otherwise this would contradict the continuity

of u and u'.

Existence. We follow the proof in [KW] (see also tBW). It is a classical result [GT], that if

k2c> 0issmooth,thentheellipticequation, Lu=f where L=P*&,hasunique,smooth

solutions u for all smooth /. Also since /c 2 0 the operator tr satisfies the maximum principle,

namely: if Lu 2 0 then u I 0. We will have cause to use these properties of ,L repeatedly. Note

that the operator P has negative symbol so that the statements here differ from those in [GT]

by a sign change.

Following [I(W] we construct sub and super-solutions, u- and u.r, such that u.r ) u- and,

Pu-Iheu- -c<0 (5.2.6)

Pua*he"+ -c>0 (5.2.7)

Clearly u- can be taken to be a sufficiently large negative constant.

To construct u1, consider a solution, u, to the equation Pa = h - ä where h = l* I¿. Then

choose constants ø and ò large enough so that ah> c rrr¿ 
"ao*ó -ø > 0. Defining u+ = aa+b

we have,
Pul * heu+ - c = a(h- rr) + ¡"au*b - "

-ah-clh(eaa+b-a)

>0
Now choose a smooth function À1(c), such that &1(æ) ) max{l, h(r)} > 0, and then define

k(u) = lc1(x)e"+. Define L = P + e(c) and recall from the discussion above that .t satisfies the

maximum principle, and has unique smooth solutions u to the equation Lu = f for smooth /.
With uo : u- \ry'e define u¿.r.1 inductively to be the unique solution to,

Lu¿|1 = Pu¿+t* ku¿.,.1 - -heu; * c I lcu¿

Clairn. {u¿} is monotonic increasing and u- 1u¿ 3 u¡.

Proof of Claim. We use induction on u¿.

Lu1 =-heu- *c*ku-

) Pu- * ku- bY (5'2.6)

= Lu-
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It follows from the maximum principle that u1 - u- ) 0.

Now consider,

Lu+ - Lu1 = Pul I ku¡ * heu- - c - lcu-

> -heu+ * ku¡ * he"- - ku- by (5.2.7)

- h(""- - e"+) * È1(u1 - u-)eu+ as lc = kñu+

> heu+ {(e-(u+-u-) - 1) + u+ - u_} since k1 > l¿ > 0

>0.

The last line follows since the function e-' * a - 1 is positive for æ ) 0. Using the maximum

principle we conclude that u.u - ut) 0 and the claim is true for u1.

Now suppose that the claim is true for i ( j. Then,

Lu¡¡ - Luj - -he"i * ku¡ * heui-' - ku¡-r

Z he"+ {e-(r+-r;-') - "-(u+-ui) + (r* - uj_ù - ("+ - u¡)}

>0.

The last line follows from the inductive hypothesis and the fact that the function e-t + æ is

strictly increasing for æ ) 0. The maximumprinciple now implies that {u¿} is monotonic.

To finish the proof of the claim we need to show that {u¿} is bounded by u+.

Lu+ - Lu¡¡ - Pu+ * kua * heui - c - lcu¡

) he"+ * he"¡ * k(ua - u¡) by (5.2.7)

> fusu+{s-(!+-'¡) - I*ua _u¡}

>0.

Once again the last line follows since the function e-' - L { æ is positive when ø ) 0. One last

application of the maximum principle proves the claim by induction.

The theorem now follows from a standard bootstrapping argument. Let p ) 4 - dimX,

then the elliptic inequality for u¿ gives,

ll"nllq ! c (llt'u¿ll¡" * llu¿ | l¿" )

= C(ll - heui-' * c * hu¿-yllz" + llu¿ll¿")

1C,,

where the uniform bound on ui was used to obtain the last inequality. Thus {u¡} e Lt. The

monotonicity o1. u¿ and the uniform bound now imply u¡ -+ u €. LP2. The Sobolev embedding

L!, -+ Cr proves u e CL. We can repeat the argument above to prove that u € C-(X, R).
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^
The Unperturbed Moduli Space. Theorem 5.1.2 and the solution to the vortex equation

gives us the machinery to completely describe the moduli space associated to the line bundle

E in terms of the holomorphic structute on E. Firstly, the moduli space is empty unless

E2 > E.Kx.

Suppose á is a holomorphic structure on the complex line bundle -8, such that E2 2 E.K*

and 2deg á - deg K* ( 0. Initially we will suppose that the holomorphic structure is unique

(true if år = 0), and generalise after this initial discussion. The holomorphic line bundle t
admitssolutionsif andonlyif 0<degtcdegK* and Ho(X,t)+0.If thisisthecasethen

all solutions to (5.1.1) are irreducible, as can be seen from the insolubility of Pa = C when

l*C > 0. Let Ç" =Map(X,C*) denote the complexified gauge group, then the points in the

moduli space are exactly the pairs (0* f)ß", where ð¿ is a holomorphic connection on á and

f # 0 is a holomorphic section of á. The action of Ç" identifies the pairs (ôa,, /') and (ôÁ, f) if
and only if ôa, and ô¿ determine isomorphic holomorphic structures [DK], and "f' = úf where

, € C*. So when the holomorphic structure on .E is unique, the moduli space can be identified

with .I/o(x, t)1c..
We can check this description as follows: Suppose we are given a pair (ôa, .f) or the bundle

á (with reference metric ff), associated to this pair we found a unique positive function lr €

C* (X, R) so that the metric connection B associated to the holomorphic structure determined

by âa and metric f/lr satisfied,

FÈ(t)rn =,|ltf*h.
The function l¿ can be decomposed uniquely (up to a factor of ei1 ,1 e Cú(X,R)) as h = g*g

where g eç.. k is easy to check that with respect to our original metric 11 we have,

rf;a¡e)u =\ltfl'r,
(g(B) is in fact the metric connection of H), and this solution is uniquely associated to the

holomorphic structure determined by ôt and the section /. Taking the Ç. orbit of (ô* l)
makes the correspondence exact.

If we replace á by tt = Kx - á, the description of the moduli space in the case when

deg (2t - K*) ) 0 is exactly the same as above.

When d'eg (2t - K" ) = 0 the moduli space cortesponds the moduli space of ASD connec-

tions on .L.
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If the holomorphic structure is not unique, the description is not so neat, but can be

identified with a union, taken over all the holomorphic structures {á} on .8, of the Bpaces

Ho(X,e)|C..

5.3 The Perturbed Equations.

Although in $5.2 we got an explicit description of the moduli space, this description is inade-

quate for a number of reasons. Firstly there is a possibility of encountering reducible solutions-

which shouldn't happen for generic equations. Secondly the expected dimension of the moduli

space and the dimension of the spaces described in $5.2 do not necessarily coincide. For ex-

ample an elliptic surfaces of class .I% and VIo in [(3, K4] satisfies ps ] L, where pn is by

definition dimIIO(X,I(*). This means the expected dimension, d(L) = Ll4(L2 - K]), of the

moduli space associated to the canonical bundle K* is zero. However the dimension of the

space described in $5.2 is ps - t ) 0. So unless ps = I these spaces are clearly non-generic.

So to refine our description of the moduli space, we must consider the perturbed equations.

On any complex surface the inequality [BPV Ch. IV $2] ó+ > 2pn holds, so we can choose a

non-zero holomorphic two-form, h e Ho(X,K*), as our perturbing parameter. The equations

(3.1.2) with the perturbation (-O, ä - h) become,

Ô'q'l+ô|s=Q

21l@)r,t - f'+(K* )L,r = FI,(LI = Ç(fl, - l"lr)

2F¡(E)2'o = Ft,(L)2'o - -lE + h

2FA(E)0'2 = Ft,(L)o'' = ls - h

(5.3.1ø)

(5.3.1ä)

(5.3.1c)

(5.3.1cl)

where/isasectionof.EandsisasectionofE-K*andF+(K*)denotestheself-dualpart

of the curvature of the canonical hermitian connection on K*.

Theorem 6,3.2. Let X be a compact complex surface with å+ > I whose hermitian metric has

been conformally rcscaled so that its associated l{ähler form is ðð-closed. Then the fo}Iowing

conditions ate necessary and sufficient lor a line bundle E to detetmine an ineducible basic

class L - 2E - I{,

(Ð E'> E,K* (or equivalently L2 2K2*).

(ii) E has a holomorphic structure t.
(iiÐ 0 < deg ú ( deg K,(, and both H0 (X, ¿) + 0 and H0 (X,K* - t) + 0.
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(iv)FotafrxedgenericheH0(X,K*)there isafactorizationh= fswherc,0* I eHg(X,t)
and 0l F € .Ho(X, K* - ê).

Proof: Clearly the condition E2 > E .K* is required for a moduli space of non-negative

dimension.

Since the unperturbed moduli space vanishes unless c1 (,8) is type (1, 1) we can assume that

the perturbed moduli space also vanishes unless c1(,Ð) is type (1,1). This being so it follows

that Fo'z(E) is exact. Using the fact that ä is holomorphicwe get the identities,

l*rirr", no = l*r|P;)A r, = o. (5.s.3)

Then applying ôa to the Dirac equation gives,

ô'ol+ãñis=o

(s, Fa(E)o'2.f) + (s, ð.q,lis) = o

Now integrate over X and makeexpedient use of the identities in (5.3.3),

0 = llã|sll'? * l*,^ (fs - ,¿)f

o=llá|sll, + I*C,^fs- lnn)

0=llðisll, + I*Gr^.fs- (Fo(E)o,,+ñ) 
^ä)

o: llã|sll2 + I*C'^.f,s - h nn)

0 = llã)sll2 + I*{C'- ¿) n(,r"-- t)*fsÂ h+h¡Ís -2h^h}
0 = lláåsll'? + ll/5 - ãll'? (b.3.4)

Equation (5.3.4) clearly implies that both terms on the right must vanish, thus proving

the necessity of (ii), (iii) and (iv). We have now established the necessity of the conditions in

the Theorem.

We now prove the sufficiency of these conditions. Suppose we are given a holomorphic

structure t, determined by the operator ôa, on the line bundle.Ð and a factorization fs = [
where/ eHo(X,á) and seH0(X,K*-t). Clearly ð¿,f =0\s- 0. Thesystemof equations

we need to solve is for a holomorphic connection At on t satisfying,

2Fl,Q)- ,F'+(K*) :'|rVr - l"lr).

Following the same steps as at the start of $5.2, this can easily be shown to be equivalent to

the equation for À € C*(X,R) given by,

P^++lrP"^-|1"¡',-^ -c=0, (b.B.b)
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where /* Ç = -Ll2degQt - K*), and the operator P - |LAA is defined in $5.2. In Theorem

5,3.6 below we prove the existence of solutions to equation (5.3.5) whenever / and s are non-

trivial. If we assume this result for the moment the proof of Theorem 5.3.2 is complete.

A

Theorem 5.3.6. Let X be a compact hermitian sutface whose Kähler form u is ôð-closed,

Suppose also that A > 0,.B > 0 and C are smooth functjons such that A and B are not

identically zero, then the equation,

P\+Ae^-Be-^-C=0 (5.3.7)

lras a uriqu e smooth solution À € C- (X, R) ,

Proof: The method of proof is similar to Theorem 5.2.4 which, as mentioned there, is due to

[KW] and [BW] , The proof will be kept brief to avoid excessive repetition of the arguments in

$5.2.

IJniqueness. Recall that if ôôu = 0 then d*d- L- P + P* onfunctions [B]. Suppose that

u and u' are two solutions to (5.3.7) then,

0<lld(u-u')ll'

- 2Re l*rrr" - u'),u - u')

I
= 2Re J*l-e{"" - ""') + B("-" - "-u'), 

u - u'r.

The expression inside the integral is non-positive whenever either A > 0 or B > 0, and so

u = Lt' on the set {æ e X : A(æ) > 0}U {a € X : B(r) > 0}. On the set where both A and B

vanish we have d(u - ut) = 0 and so u - u' is a constant function, which must be zero to avoid

contradicting the continuity of u and ut.

Existence. As in Theorem (5.2.4) the first step is to construct upper and lower solutions to

equation (5.3.7). Let o be a solution to the equation Pu - A- A, where 0 < À = [ A. If we

define À.' - cu + ly' where c and N are constants then,

PÀa * Ae^+ - Be-\+ - C - c(Ã- A) * Aeca*N - 3"-cu-N - g

-cA-C+A1"'u+* -c) - B"-cu-N.

If we choose c so large that cA ) C, and N big enough that both eca+N - c > 0 and cÁ -
C - Be-c!-t > 0, then it is clear that À-,. is an upper solution. To construct a lower solution
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consider to, a solutionto Pu = B -8, where 0 < B : Ï B. Then defining À- : ntu - M for

constants n and M we have,

PÀ- + Ae^- - Be-^- - C - "(B - B¡+ A""'-M - B"-nw*M - C

= -nB - C + ¡"nvt-M * B@ - "-nu*M¡.

We can choose n so large that -nB - C < 0, and M so large that the three inequalities

n-"-nu*M <0,n8 -C+¡"nu-M ( 0 and À- ( À+ are allsatisfied. Withsuch choicesit

is clear that À- is a lower solution.

Following the proof of Theorem (5.2.4) we let È be a smooth function such that, k >

max(AeÀ+ I Be-x-,1) > 0. Recall from Theorem (5.2.4) and [GT] that for such a À, the

equation, Pf +kf = g, has a unique smooth solution /, for any given smooth g. Also recall

(Theorem 5.2.4. and [GT]) that the operator, P + lc, satisfies the maximumprinciple.

Define a sequence offunctions {À¡}, by letting Ào = À-, and inductively defining, À¿ as the

unique smooth solution to,

P\¿ * lc\¿ = -/¿^i-t + Be-^'-r + C + fr\-r.

Exactly as in Theorem (5.2.a) we can make repeated use of the maximum principle to show

ihat {À¿} is monotonic and bounded uniformly above and below by À+ and À- respectively.

The elliptic estimates and Sobolev theorems can easily be applied to the l¡ to show that

À¿ -+ À C C*(X,R). The details are almost identical to Theorem (5.2.4) and will not be

repeated.

A

Theorem (5.3.2) provides us with an explicit way of determining which holomorphicbundles

á have a non-zero Seiberg-Witten invariant [!V]. Suppose that the zero set of the section l¿ €

Ho(X,K*) determines a divisor of the form,

K* = D*nrn,

for irreducible curves F¿ of multiplicity rn;. The holomorphic bundles á which factorize h are

exactly those determined by divisors of the form,

f, - | a¿F;,
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where 0 1 a¡ 1 rn¿. With a bit more information on the curves ,F'¿ one can count the number of

different factorizations that determine the same á, and this will be the Seiberg-Witten invariant

associated to the holomorphic bundle á.

5.4 The Invariant for non-Kähler Surfaces with å+ > 1.

The rninimal case. The first step is to collect the properties of minimal non-Kähler surfaces

with ö+ ) 1. Most of these results were first proved by Kodaira [K1,K2, K3, K4] but the books

[BPV] and [FM2] are also invaluable references.

Firstly, all non-Kähler complex surfaces have odd first Betti number b1 and b* - 2ps,

where ps =dirn Hg(X,K*) is the geometric genus. Thus if ä+ > 1 lhen pn ) 1 and hence the

I(odaira dimension of X, kod(X) is equal to 0 or l-the case ßod(X) = oo is eliminated since

this implies t}¡'at pn - 0 IBPV Ch.I $7] and the case lcod(X) = 2 is eliminated since all such

surfaces have ò1 : O(mod 2) IBPV Ch. VI $1].

kod(X) : 0, Then from the Enriques-I(odaira classification of surfaces we see that the

only such surfaces with ö+ ) 2 are the primary l(odaira surfaces IBPV Ch VI $1, Ch V $5].

Their invariants ate: ps = L; ör = 3; e(X) = X(X) = 0. F\rthermore the canonical bundle K*

is trivial [BPV Ch V $5] and X has an elliptic fibration over an elliptic curve with no multiple

fibres [FM2].

kod(X) - 1. Then X admits an elliptic fibration, r: X +,S, where ,9 is a curve of genus

g > L [FM2]. Also e(X) = X(X) = 0. To see this note thaü X can only have frbres whose

reduction is smooth [FM2 p.201] (i.e. I(odaira type rn.Ie) and then using the formula for the

Euler number given in [BPV Ch.III $11] we see that e(X) : 0. Since I2y(X) = e(X) on an

elliptic surface the result follows. If / is the class of a general fibre and {.Q} the singular fibres

then it is a result of l(odaira's [I(1, I(2] that these are the only irreducible curves on X, It

follows from the above results and the canonical bundle formula IBPV Ch.V 912] that,

K* = (2s-z)l +!('nr -I)Fn (5.4.1)

where m; ) I is the multiplicity of the singular fibre. Importantly for us the general fibre, /,
on such a surface determines a torsion class in H'(X,Z) [HL, Bz](using Poincaré duality). In

fact f generates the torsion of the Neron-Severi group [Bz]. This must be taken into account

when calculating the Seiberg-Witten invariaut since the line bundles determined by divisors of

the form af +Ðb¿F¿ arc not necessatily topologically distinct when the coefficients 'a' a\d'b¿'
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are different. Identifying which divisors are topologically equivalent is crucial for determining

the Seiberg-Witten invariant on non-Kähler surfaces. In the paragraph below we will make this

identification explicit, but it should be kept in mind that it is simply a combinatorial problem

depending on the order of the torsion classes f and F¡ i\ H2(X,Z).

Suppose we have a line bundle .E that can be represented by the divisor,

E=af+ÐAn¡r,

and also suppose that the order of f in H2(X,Z) is'n'. Then clearly the divisors,

(a+kn)f*Dan4,

are all representatives of 'E' in H2(X,Z), Furthermore since / generates the torsion of the

Neron-Severi group [Bz] a multiple lìbre fi is homologous to some multiple of /; this means the

coefficients ø and å¡ are not necessarily uniquely determined. With this in mind we will define

the number o"(E) as the number of ways E can be represented as a divisor o,f +Dó¿Fa with

0 ( ó¡ ( rn¡. Finally note that the numbers ø,(E) and n6¡n^¡(E) are equal for all integers k.

With these subtleties in mind we can use Theorem (5.3.2) and the discussion following it

to determine the basic classes E e H2(X,Z) as well as the invariant associated to such a class.

Theorem 6.4.2. Let X be a minimal non-I{ähler complex surface with b+ } 2.

@ ff kod'(X) = 0, that is if X is a pñmary l{odafua surface, then the only line bundle deter-

mining a basic class is the trivial bundle K* and

SWy(K*) = L.

(ii)If kod'(X) : I and a general frbte of the dliptic frbration X -+ S has order 'n', then the

Seibery-Witten ba"sic c,lasses, E, can be represented by a divisor of the form,

, -.rl +D¿,rn,
i

w.he¡e 0 ( o ( min{2g-2,n-l} and 0 ( ò¿ ( m¡ -L The invariantfor such an E is,

sw(E) = D ,"@)Ð(-t).*0"
0<d<¿ k

where the second sum is taken over all integerc lc such that 0 1 a * kn 3 2S - 2.

Proofi (1) If kod(X) = 0 then the canonical bundle K, is trivial, and the holomorphic sections

are the complex constants, thus deg K* = 0 and I{* is the only holomorphic bundle deter-

mining a non-zero invariant. Clearly a generic perturbation has only one factorization (up to
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multiplication by scalars) so the invariant is t1. In [W, $4] it is argued that the sign of the

invariant is given by (-1)' where tu = ho(X,K*lzþ)), wherc Z(a) denotes the zero set of the

section o in our factorization. Clearly in this case u, = 0 and part (i) of the Theorem is proved.

(ii) Suppose kod(X) = L. By Theorem (5.3.2) and the discussion following it we con-

clude that the only holomorphic line bundles determining a non-empty moduli space arise from

divisors of the form,

'-nr*Ðu'*,
where 0 1 q <. (25 - 2) and 0 ( b¿ <. (m;- 1.1. O. explained above not all these divisors

are topologically distinct, and so the Seiberg-Witten invariant for a class .B € H2(X,Z) will

involve cont¡ibutions from each representation of ,E as a divisor of the form, af +Ðö¡-P¡ where

0 ( o ( 2g -2 and 0 ( b¡ 1m¿ - l. So our first step is to calculate the contribution from each

such representation of .8.

Theinvariantassociatedtoadivisor t=af +DbiF¿ isgivenbythenumberof different

factorizationsh=oBofagivenholomorphictwoformheH0(X,K*),wherecreHo(X,t)

and þ e HÙ(X,K* - t).Assume that such an /¿ is fixed and is given by,

h= ltt...pzg-2.\,

where the ¡l¿ vanish along a general fibre of ¡r : X -+ S, and À vanishes on the singular fibres

A factorization l¿ = oB where o determines a divisor of the form (5.4.3) can be written,

h = aþ : (p¿,... pi". \')0t¡,... þi,o_"_". \")

Note that the multiple fibres are in the fixed part of á so won't contribute to the invariant,

The number of different factorizations is exactly,

(";')

The sign of the invariantwillbe given by ([W, $4]) (-l). where t¿:h0(X,tl"<").Thefact
that to = ø follows because the normal bundle of each general fibre is trivial [BPV, Ch.III

Lemma 8.1] and the restriction to the multiple fibres cannot have sections since these bundles

are non-trivial [BPV, Ch. III Lernma 8.3] with zero degree.

'We have shown that each representation of .Ð as a divisor o,f +Dó¿fl contributes an

amount,

ç-¡" 
(20 - 2\

' \ o )'
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to the invariant fot E. According to the discussion before the theorem, the sums in (5.a.3)

account for all the representations ol. E as a divisor al +Dô¡-4 with 0 ( a 129 -2 and

0 ( ö¿ ( m¿ - L. This completes the proof of Theorem (5.4.2).

A

Although implicitly assumed in the above count of solutions (such factorizations are iso-

lated) the fact that the moduli spaces are zero-dimensional for minimal non-Kähler surfaces

can also be seen more directly. All of the above surfaces have K] : 0, and so the dimension

of the moduli space is therefore equal to Il4L2 for a holomorphic bundle .L. On non-Kähler

surfaces all holomorphic bundles á satisfy t2 < 0 [BPV, Ch. IV $2], and so the non empty

moduli spaces must all be zero dimensional.

Corollary 6.4.4. AII minimalnon-I(ähler comp),ex surfaces arc of simple type, that is the only

non-fuivial moduli spaces are zero dimensional.

This result confirms for the minimal non-Kähler case, the conjecture in [W] that all four-

manifolds are of simple type.

The non-minimal case. The results for minimal surfaces easily extend to the case where

X not necessarily minimal. The references [BPV, Ch. I $9] and [GH, Ch.l g4] contain all

the relevant details on "blow-ups" required for this subsection. ¡"¿¡ fr-!¿1 be the blow-upof

X (X is not necessarily minimal) at a single point o, and let ( = zr-1(ø) be the exceptional

divisor. If ø is a ôâ-closed I{ähler form on X then we can construct a äô-closed Kähler form

tã : r*u - e( for sufñciently small e [B]. Note that the canonical class ft;, e H2(fr,2) is given

by ft* = r+Kx * € and H'(i,z) - H2(x,z) Øz{e} [BPV, Ch. I Theorem g.1].

Theorenr 6.4.6, Let X be acomplexsurface, not necessaúIy minima).,withb1 odd andb+ > L

Let * be the blow-up of X at a single point with ôl-closed Kähler form ú and exceptional

curve ( as above, then

(i) The holomorphic line bundles ã tlrut determine non-zero invailants are exactly the classes

¡r* t or r* t * { where t admits non-zero invariants on X .

(ii) The invaúant for suclr a class ë = r*8 o, ê = r*t *( saúisfies,

SWré): SWx(t)
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Proof: (i) Suppose t is a holomorphic line bundle on X determining a non-zero invariant.

First we will show that the classes ã = r* I and, ã' = r* € {( satisfy the conditions of Theorem

(5.3.2) for Í. By assumption á satisfies Theorem (5.3.2) so we have,

ë2 = t2 2t.K* = ê. (K*+€) = E.R*

Also,

ê'2 = E2 - l> t.K,. - r = é' .k*

Similarly we have,

0 <C.ú : t.¿¡ I K*'ø ( K* .u + e=k*.õ)

It follows just as easily that 0 < ê' .A 1 k* 'ú. We have shown that f and, ê' satisfy Theorem

(5.3.2) if t does, now rve must show that these are the only such classes that determine non-zero

invariants.

Any holomorphic bundle or, * 
"un 

be written in the form ë = r* t f ø( for some holomor-

phic bundle t on X and integer ø. We need to show that á satisfies Theorem (5.3.2). Since ã

satisfles Theorem (5.3.2),

ë2 : t2 - a2 > E.k* = t.K* - a,

so clearly t2 > t.K* and á satisfies (i) of Theorem (5.3.2). Suppose that á.ø ( 0 then,

Ë..,i=t.r+o,

andforsufficientlysmalle wecontradictthefactthai0(á.õ. Similarlysupposingt.u>K*.u

implies,

i..a - t' u * ae 1É'* . õ - K* . w * e,

and for small enough e we contradict the fact that ë . i) < R* . õr.

By assumption 1{0(Í, 4 + O, thus a section in f10(i,f) determines a section in ø0(X -
{pt},t). By Hartogs Theorem [BM] this extends across the point to determine a section in

Ho(X,t). Theproof that Ho(X,K*-¿) l0issimilar. Wehaveproved thatt satisfiesthe

conditions of Theorem (5.3.2) and so determines a non-zero invariant.

To finish the proof of (i) we need to show that ¿ = 0 or a = L, which we do by induction

on the number of blow-ups.
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If X is minimal then á2 - t 'K* for all holomorphic line bundles determining non-zero

invariants (this is the simple type condiüion). Suppose inductively llnat t2 - t'K* for all such

line bundles on surfaces X with n or fewer blow-ups. Let Í be a blow-up of the surface X with

n blow-ups. We have proved above that the line bundles on Í det"t*ining non-zero invariants

are of the formã = r*t{o( where t gives non-zero invariantson X and o is aninteger. Since

ã satisfies Theorem (5.3.2),

E=t2-o2>ê.k*=t.K,-a

The inductive hypothesis is that t2 = t.K* so a2 3a. So ø = 0 or o = 1 and part (i) ofthe

Theorem is proved.

(ii) This is actually a consequence of a general blow-up formula [FS] or more directly an

examination of the proof of Theorem (5.4.2) shows that the presence of exceptional curves will

not effect the count of factorizations.

l_\

Contained in the proof of part (i) Theorem (5.4.5) is a direct proof of the fact that non-

Kähler complex surfaces, minimal or not, are of simple type.

Corollary 6.4.6. AII non-I(ähler surfaces arc of simple type.

A

5.5. An Application of the Invariants.

With the results of the previous sections we can generalise the results in [FM3] to the

non-Kähler case. For this purpose we need to use the tbasic classes' which are independent

from a reference spinc structure, and so are a diffeomorphism invariant. The line bundles ',Ð'

used above are defined relative to the canonical spinc structure and so cannot be said to be

preserved under diffeomorphisms. Nevertheless there is an exact relationship between the two

pictures which will be exploited (in botli directions) in the following Theorems. In the following

paragraph summarises the relationship between the two pictures.

Each complex line bundle .Ð that determines a non-zero invariant also determines a basic

class-which by definition is the class of the determinant line bundle L = 2E - K* of lhe spinc
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structure determined by -8. These basic classes are characteristic that is, L.r¡: 72(mod 2),

for all rl e H2(X,Z). The symmetry-K* - E determines solutions if and only if -E does-

translates to .L is a basic class if and only if -,ú is a basic class. It is worth keeping both

pictures in mind, since although the basic classes are diffeomorphism invariants and have more

manageable symmetries, they only determine spinc structures mod two torsion. With this in

mind, Corollary (5.4.5) in the terminology of basic classes reads: the basic classes i on * 
^r"

exactly the classes .[ t ( for the basic classes L on X.

With these formalities out of the way we can use the results of $5.4 to extend the arguments

in [FM3] to the case of non-I(ähler surfaces.

Theorem õ.5.1. Let X be aminimal.non-I{ähler complexsutface withb+ ) I, and suppose

rt it u blow-up oî X at I distinct points with {û,. . . , €¿} the corresponding exceptional curves.

Let N be a closed negative defrnite  -manifold with H{N,7') = 0 and suppose {nt,...,n*}
is a basis for Hz(N,Z) such that n! = -l fot all i, and ni.nj = 0 for i + j. If there is an

orientation preserving diffeomorphism $ : i + M{N for some M, then for every i, n¿ -- *:l€¡l

for some j.

Proof: The blow-up formula for basic classes ([FS2], see also [FM3]) imply that the basic

classes of Í are of the form P + Df=, *n¿, where P is a basic class on M (note that we are

suppressing the pullback /* for notational convenience). Given an n €. {n¡} we can write all

the basic classes of i in the form, LnIL for certain classes -t. In particular given such an.L,

then ln * tr are all basic classes.

We can recovet n from the set of basic classes otr Í u. the difference of two classes of

square -1. Thus,

n- Lt- L' *r,.
2 Ltr'

for some basic classes Lt,Lz e Hz(X,Z) for X (recall that the basic classes for X all have

square 0). Define T - (1" - Lr) 12 and after renumbering and a possible sign change we can

suppose n =T *€t.
LetI{ beanarbitrarybasicclassonX. Since I{*Êt*D¿>r{¿isabasicclasso.ri,th".r,

using the property of the basic classes discussed in the first paragraph of the proof, either,

K*ü+f€r=(?+€r)+¿,
i>1

(5.5.2)

OI

I{*€r+f€r =-(T+(r)*r,
i>1
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for some class .t.

Suppose (5.5.2) is true, then .t - K +T +2û * D¡>r (¿ and this would imply,

?*€r *L=K+2T+3€r+Ð€¡
t>1

is also a basic class on Í. Ho*"n"r this class defines a moduli space with virtual dimension -4
arrd so clearly cannot define a basic class. Thus (5.5.3) is true and so L = K -T + Dorr{n.

This means,

-("+€r) + ¿ = K - 2T - et+ f€r,
d>1

is also a basic class on Í. It follo*s that 1( -2T is a basic class on X whenever 1( is a basic

class for X.

Since K* is a basic class on X this means Kx - 2T is also a basic class. Define E by

2E -Kx - Kx - 27, that is E defines the spin" structure associated to the spin" structure

with determinant line K* - 27. Thus both,E - Kx - 7 and K* - E = T determine basic

classes. Flom Theorem (5.3.2) ? must be effective with a non-zero holomorphic section.

But -K* is also a basic class and by defining Et lry zÐt - K* = -Kx - 2T we get

E' : -T is also a basic class. The only way that both ? and -T can determine effective

divisors is if? = 0, thus n = €t and the theorem is proved.

A

Theorem 5.5.1. obviously contains as a special case,

Theorern 6.5.4. Let X and Xt be minimal non-Kähler sutfaces with Kodaira dimension at

Ieast zero. Suppose that i and i' arc blowups of X and Xt at m and n distinct points

rcspectivdy, with associated exceptional curves €r, . .., (^ and e1,...,4^. tf ö t i -+ i, it
an orientation preserving diffeomorphism then tn = n and for each i there is a j such that

d.[€i] = +[€¡].

A
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